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Ten Murray High Students Are
• Initiated Into Honor SocietN

Forest Areas
Are Closed In
69 Counties

U. S. Hits Moon
On 11th. Try
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a
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Director
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World,
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of land dry from lack of rain.
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honhigh
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900 miles and Own looping back
hit
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has
been
The
hardest
on
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the
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of
struction on the moon's
hour under gravitation pull.
ported Wednesday in the
The National Honor Society was
20...some side at 4:49 a.m., PST (1:49 am.'.
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founded in -1920 to recognize outill
be
EST), to achieve what scientists journey to the moon M 63 hours
%nett, Breathitt, Harlan, Clay, o
standing ability and achievement
Escape".
!Things Man Cannot
hailed as a "tremendous guidance 59 minutes 45 seconds.. Because
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- A federal
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NEW YORK
governor that there was "an ex- in
ership and service. Since 1937,
other persons were found shot to
pa. • Park at noon and a singing will
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affernoon beginrIii•nghealdt 2ipoothi:f. m
cluded in the desert here, v.-is
1,700 musicians teill make Fri- High School, 196 members have steel companies on charges of day in a late model sports car tro6 were being used to spot new b
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conspiring to fix prices and rig
fires ana persons starting fires.:
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Combs invoked Sec. 140.305 of this home coming.
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station did the job with its huge
.purchasers.
the Kentucky Revised Statutes.
Tennesse-e. according to Billy
The dead included, Phillip Scavo
That last, which was passed' by c
By WILLIAM F. SUNDERLAND antenna. weighing 270.000 pounds,
Crosswy. bands chairman and diTh• four companies named in 37. baker and truck driver with
and With 85-foot reflecting dishes.
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in
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graduates who
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and
mental
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Burton. her nearconstant com- ful that oil will be found on their
class,
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for the slaying.
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and
action
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who
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application
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would have any great
Fisher.
John Ilayden and Paul Elliott
boldt and Tullahoma Class B June can
more; James David Emerson, Rt. shots and noises "like kids drag
Ben Bonds was the winner for
The reports became so persist- recently leased the oil rights on
bands are entered from Browns- according to Sgt Raffing. The 6; Erich Frornrnke. Ht. 6; Mrs. racing" before the auto spun activity in state parks.
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in
in
the
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is
first
place
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ent that Italian police questioned their 500-acre farm to a Texas
ville. Camden, Milan. Parsons, local Air Force
Dora Bizzell, Rt. 1, Dealer; Arnie around and crashed rear first into
Deputy Commissioner of Parks class of Den 3. Second place was the staff at Miss Tayler's villa.
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Wilkerson,
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Bonds.
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parks still are not in their peak in speed was also
ea said the suicide reports were
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ton Central, Erin and Clinton,
Nanney, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. Ervin the left side of the neck, police season and that many of them I Donnie Lyons win second place -all lies" and that the actress
B at B. Drilling ('o of Mt, Carmel,
Ky. PROCLAMATION
Mardis, Rt. 1, Dexter, Miss Dana said. The other man was shot are not located in forest areas. for speed.
had stiffened a "small, small inClass -C bands. etime of which
Miller, Rt. 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. once in the right shoulder, and
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small, invisible alBut he said local conditions
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of
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side
North
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Jesse Tucker. 304
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determine
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County Junaor If Pah of Clinton. to participate in this year's Kenboy, Rt. 1; Mrs. Hubert two shots" and the crash. Police horse and rider may he trapped if
baby
jury, the doctor said.
Ky.
The twoo farmers were notified
tucky Clean-Up Derby.
Newberry, Rt. 1, Almo; Ronald speculated the shots may have a fire breaks out. Chances are
Miss Taylor spent 20 hours in that some 48 hours must elapse
Today's proclamation was as
Wayne Mitchell. 1400 Sycamore; been fired by a man standing in that some camping areas might
the hospital because she wanted before further tests can he made
follows:
Billie Wells, Rt. 3; Miss Patricia wait for. the car. They said the also have to be closed," Winston
too, not because the injury de- ,to determine the presence of oil.
WHEREAS, the general health
McNeeley, Lynn Grove; Bert Par- driver may have thrown the auto said.
manded it, Dr. Bilotta said.
Hayden and Elliott leased their
and welfare - of our citizens de- rish. Calvert City; Macon White, in reverse Mien the first shot wa.
Under the hart, travel in the
Milin Taylor walked out on Bur- property
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damaged
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in
a
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found
highways and regularly defined
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the Easter Seal Sale drive The ing conditions, and
house today and officers They had taken an isolated limiest' later, and the actual drilling beSpruce; Mrs. A. B. Crass and baby of control into the house.
roads.
WHEREAS. the lives and prodrive was concluded on Easter,
In the back of the auto police
said all five had been shot be' low together overlooking the sea gan laet week.
7th.; Mrs. Larry
North
girl,
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The sante firm has leased hunhowever contributions continue to perty of our people are endanger- Leslie lind baby boy. Rt. 2, Kirk- found a box - filled with phonofort' the fire started
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Ten members of the 1962 graduating class of Murray High School
were initiated into the National
Honor Society in impressive chapel ceremonies at the school yesterday.
Those elected to the national
honorary were Leah Caldwell,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Cody
Caldwell; Ann Dunn. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn;
Richard liurt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Buford Hurt; Diane Larson, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson; Sandy Lilly. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. T. Lilly; Philip Sparks,
son of Dr. anti Mrs Harry Sparks;
Andrea Sykes. daughter of Mr.
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-

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHIN1;TON
•y of State- Dean Rusk, on
the necessity of atonui tests to prevent the free
world from
possible attack:
"It is d Lurden we gladly bear and would as gladly lay

6

aside as soon as possible."
SACRANIIINTO.
John W. Goiman. professi t. of medical ph y sic-. denying that re•unted
bomb threa:s
jw.!•t a health threat to the oorld's inttaltitants:
"One c.cu get more radiation by thing at the altitude
of
Denver. v olu., verAis that of San Francisco than
from the
combined effects of all nuclear testing.-

Sp.

.............••••o••••••i•••••••••••••••Po

LEDGER

Case Goes From
Western Star To
A Singing Star

4It TIMES— MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
at was built. It was Just auut Waini i's," nu
said. "a singing
out in the country, but the city For some
reason or other, the
moved in on us. and right now people at
Warner, thought 1 nugn;
it's across the street from a pub- be right for a series
they had in
lic school and two blocks from a mind, so
they put me in Some
shopping center. My mother still shows. Well,
the series they had
lives there."
in mind never materialized, but
Since "The Deputy" wound up there was a
lot of shooting of
shooting. Case said he has no im- films going on,
so I had my toot
mediate movie prospects.
in the door. When 'The Deputy'
"But we're talking in terms of came up, I tested
for it and got
ii non-Western series in 1902." he it. It was just
that simple."
said. '.`We're _ also rhscusatng a
How diet, he like working with
Broadway • show—O musical, nat- Fonda?
uraily.
"Just ffne," he said. "He's a
"Meantime, I play summer terriPly talented
man, and along
stock, county fairs, rodeos and a with that he's
kind as well as
couple of supper clubs, where 1 being a considerate
and diligent
sing."
worker.''
Case lives in a small two-bedroom homer-the HollywOodlliih;
WRONG ANSWER
with his wife, Jeanne. of OrlanDILLINGHAM, Alaska
do, Fla., and their baby- daughter, Joseph Dolookug, on
trial in Mae-.
Amanda Dena,
tstrate4s Court for- detinkeness,
How did he get into a TV west- was asked by the judge
if the
ern series abler his musical train- charge against him were true.
ing!
don't know," Doloukuk re"I had come out here to do a plied. "I was passed out." He was
small part in 'Damn Yankees' at sentenced to 90 days in jail.
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Luxury Tag Off
Air Conditioning

Cook's Mush
Goes To The Dogs

Flying Fever
Hits Two Clans

TAIPEI. Taiwan aft — Two
COLLEGE, Alaska alai — When families
have supplied a lion's
Miss Agnes Burget. head cook
share of stewardesses to
at the University of Alaska cateAir Transport here.
teria, yells "mush!" she isn't talkTogether, the Yue and Wei
ing about thC corn meal cereal.
families since 1952 have provided
She's talking to her sled dogs
the airlines with what is believed
to get t iern going.
to be the biggest sister act in the
Mts.. urget says she hasn't the
flying industry — six stewardesteAti.e or the patience to pamper
ses and one office worker.
oin automobile or worry about
The Yue family supplied four
Time and technology, the sci- getting stuck on snow-covered
entists said, have done away with roads in 60 below zero weather. of the seven airline workers in
the sister act.
the general belief that air con- So sheb ydogled
travels
s between job and
Three of Vac Yue sisters re.;
dition was something only the home
rich could afford and other folks
She has mushed to work and tired when they married. Julia
could do without.
wherever else she ha, had to go Yue, who joined up in 1958, keeps
during the past three winters. No the family tradition going by servWithin a 10-Year period, they
worries about gas bills, mechan- ing as a stewardess.
said, the non-air conditioned home
ics, wrecker tow bills or other
Two of the Wei sisters also ref/
will be obsolete in a great part.
winter driving bugabOtial-the airline when they mareted.'")
of the country because of recent
All she has to do is go out in The third, Ginger, still is airwidespread acceptance of air coolback yard, hook up her black borne, working as a stewardt•ss.
ing as a necessity for year-round her
Chesapeake team and mush ult.
At the age of 21, she thinks it
good health in all climates.
A trail over the hills leads from is too early to talk about marBefore 1950, no more than 100,- her home to the university two riage.
000 units were sold by the air miles away. The dogs are kept in
conditioning industry in any one a shed at the school while she
)ear. At the turn of the decade, works.
Miss Burget isn't the only one
annual sales were doubled and
by 1953 more than sl pillion units who uses this mode of transporwere sold. Sales levelled off at tation. During the winter here.
about 1.6 annually. Introduction it's not at all unusual to see both
id zonal air conditioners is ex- faculty members and students
oected to open up new markets come mushing °Mu the campus.
-It's the safest, fastest, most
this year.
economical and most dependable
The zonal unit has the neces- transportation I know of," Miss
sary high capacity for cooling Burget reports enthusiastically.
whole zone, such as living-din- "And it's is
1,,t of fun."
ing areas, plus the individual control supplied only by throughthe-wall units. Individual units in
zonal systems aiso assure that an
N, SOVIET ROCKET— Somewhere ln Russia, says the Soviet caption with this photo, a Soviet
entire building will never be. withSas.iset is towed tail first through wooded terrain. Ahead of it (right) is a tniek hauling
out cooling capacity, GE scientists 1
Its fuel tank. The photo was made during Red army spring maneuvers.
said.
,
CLEVELAND, Ohio 41.1141 —
Atomic scii!_nee__Iutnol_yelAtune
to seed, but it may. have a big
eifect this year on bulbs, shrubs
and the 'flowers that. grow from
them.
Gladioli and several types of
By JOAN O'SULUVAN
roses, latsoratory treated with
ITS a bit difficult for the
gamma radiation, are being made
I ferst-tinie mother to realize
HOW REVOLTING ran things
available to home gardeners tor
that. agile eh('S done someget, Marcantonto Diaz Inthe first time.
thing special . had a baby.
fante, Mexican Zeoaata revoThe flowering bulbs and plants,
she a not alone'
lutionary leader, no doubt
grown by Mentor Nurseries, Inc.,
Far from it *ay statistics
wonders as he site in a jell
Mentor,
Ohio,
are subjected to
released to launch this as Nacell in Nogales. Ariz , charged
cobalt 60 radiation at laboratoros
tional Baby Week. More than.
with defiauding an innkeephere before being distributed na4.000.000 infants were left on
er. Later he was released on
tionally by the SanieSpeed ManUncle Sam's doorstep in the
55,000 bond to attend meeting.
ufacturing Co.
past yearl
Nurserymen admit they canTasak• Are. In Order
not predict accurately what elThat makes 4 111 I: inn PC.
feet the radiation will have on
of parents who than'. Heaven
the bulbs and shrubs They say
for little girls. little buys and
trily that the treated plants Kohfor little jars containing bat-.
ably will be tugger and sturdier
foods.
" and the blossoms may be more
Where would we mothers
colorful, if not bigger, than unwithout the latter! Strainini,
treated ones.
our cut mar)' efforts for endPhitip.Segelin. president of Menless hours, trying to chop up.
tor. said there is no clanger* the
mash up. hash up something
gardener Irian
the irradiated
for Baby to eat.
I plan!, He. said radiation cannot
Take Your Chokes
be pa-sed trom plant to person
But there's no need to bothany more than one sunburned
er. At grkery counters. some
person can pass his tan or burn to
'11$ strained and junior foods
amdher.
and related items provide nourFor spring planting, irradiated
tahoig and varied menus for
glaidoli, rose of ,haron. climbing
fast-growing babies and todroses, and tea roses are available
dlers. The foods are certainly
Crocus, tulip, hyacinth and de:a source of convenience, but
for:his are being readied for fall
baby meals atilt pose one
distribution.
problem.
IfF.RT:"S A DIEsSiERT the ent.re fannty can en;.,y. It's Pea,h Pilaff. Toddler's helping La
You usually introduce Baby
a' peach-rice pudding. Whipped cream and chopped nuts add richness to adult portions.
VISCOUNT COMPLAINING —
to a now food by the teaspoonPrincess Margaret's husband
ful. gradually working tip to
th reported irate over this
thee tips on Baby's mealtime,
c. cooked rice
(5,1-02.) pkg. preUlf a jar or more. Mean.
Cover page of • Parts firm's
2 tbsp. tomato sauce
find them in two excelcooked rice
salute. what do you do with
catalog of maternity and
Combine first 4 ingredients;
lent free booklets.
3 tbsp. butter or marleftaivers7
baby clothes. He made ths
mix well.
garine
Free Booklets
photo himself, and wants to
In separate bowl, combine
V.Ilag Leftovers
c. light brown sugar
-Foods For ;Baby" offers
know how the French firm
rice and tomato sauce.
3,, tsp. cinnamon
Ingenious mother. have
good advice and Foist psycholgot hold of it Well, it went
Line. 2 shallow ramekins
3, tsp. sa:t
f ou nd, clever ways to put
ogy for making rnea:time hapall over Me world, no that
with rice mixture. Fill centers
I c. 'a-hipping cream
Bab) a Isiftovers to good use
py - fur Mother as well as
was no trick.
with lamb mixture. Top with
C. chopped walnuts,
for the rest a the family.
addit.onal buttered crumbs, if
•
optional
For example, add strained
"Recipes For Toddlers- inAid peaches and boiling waor junior (nous to yogurt or
cludes dishes. such as the to..., deKr
akie. in mod, oven. 3no- F.. ter to rice; bring to boll;
cottage cheese. Stir them into
g.ven
here. Baby ant other for II to 20 non, or until 5 nun.
soft ice cream and refreeze.
members of the fam•ly. too, centers are hut and bubbly.
A4.1 to cookie batter. Shake
Remove from hen'. Cover
enjoy.
will
Serves 2.
'em up with orange joke for
ttghtly. Let stand 15 min.
To obtain the booklets send
Nate
Mother:
to
There's
no
equal
with
drink.
Mix
fruity
a
Melt butter, stir In brown
your request and nate and law against addieg seasonings
measure of peanut butter and
address on a postcard to me to your portion of Iamb mix- sugar, cinnamon and salt. Cool.
add salt to taste for a sandRemove portion for toddler.
,of this newaparer.
In care
ture before spooning it Into
s h spread.
For adults. wh:p cream. fold
ramekin. Try freshly - ground In with chopped
Leftover stralned Or
CHaRTREI RE OF IAMB
walnuts or
pepper. steak saoce or Worces- atm-init. Spoon
'vegetables are versatile.. too.
;I, et junlor lamb
lightly into
tershire. oregano or ro•eirary. dessert it:lases. Garnish
Add em to cream Sauce. rreard
c. junior, carrots
with
soup. gravies, stews and camerir 1(11 l'11.$1-1'
I tbsp. junior egg yolks
%%hole walnut meats and mara3, C. j,:t1•,:'
and ham
roles.
.t ..,•,
schino cherries, if desired.
ENTER 11 COLUMNS. TOTAL 12
c. soft bread crumbs
It ye•u're interested in ;furC. boding water
Serves 5 to 6.

HOLLYWOOD MPS — It Alan
Case had been around when Hollywood was making movies about
singing cowboys, he'd probably
have been another Gene Autry or
Roy R igers, ;
„ta.
-he still appears to have
one of th • brightest .futuyes
Anging his way through
;Iulas and fairs around . the country. and, at 26, having starred tor
two years with Henry Fonda on
television in "The Deputy."
,
A modest-living Texan who was
born in Dallas, Case virtually wasreared on a horse. But he prefers to warble.
had horses M • the backyard at home till I was almost
in my teens." said the 6-foot-1,
-lender. brown-haired actor.'
"Our home originally was outside the Dallas city limits when

NEW YORK
— Air conditioning finally has cast off the
"Justury item" babel and 1962
could be the year when the air
conditioner becomes as commonplace as the refrtgera*tor, according to scientists of the General
Electric Co.

Civil

Ledger and Times Fae
NVilsoti. senior at Murray High School. has..earnod
mendbership in the national high school
juurnalism sewirtY•
iThe !lig Inch klub'
. and was awarded his shingle at_a4/11111
am! Scroll party 14,4
new lsilic('nian
added to the. city'police force. ael
:or-ding to Chief A. 11,..\\ ebb. U. 1). \\ arren
started with the
force - Wedne;tday.
The funeral of Mr.. 1 "in 11-1014 11 44;0. held ni
the Fairborn
Funeral(hapel' iii I:an-Iota-IL ()hitt, 'following her
death,in
Dayton hospital. • She us
Oin annual' 'visitor` iii (_allo
Loluitv oith her lursbanti.
'file Murray Fire Department w•T,
tint Tuesday:thermion to the. Master I ire Ser%ice store
on Lallt
Little dam:tge resulted froun the blaye,

Beta Club Meets
At Kirksey Recently

First grade -- Don Johnson.
second grade — Robbie -Mani e
And Georgia Potts. Nthird grade—
'the JAn...e. bets Llub of hark- Jenny IVilkerson, (north grade — 1
'.e', met on April 121h. Richard Kenneth tireer.
grade —
Edmonds. pres4eni. called the Phyllis Darnell. Axth grade —
meeting to orier. Sharon Venni- Mae Adams seventh grade — Bobble. first vice-president. was in. by Satterwhite. eighth grades —
enarze of the program. Mrs A:.n Ronnie Cooper and Mike Johnsor.
Woods led the group an the open.
The editor is Richard Edmond.
in... sing Tails Adams read the' And .the editoroa-chief Kay Rubdevotional and Ronnie L'ooper led orator..
m prayer.
s
WOUI16 introduced
Wayne
Richard kalnaon.t. appointed a Williams. He ga.e a set)
anaplr
committee to *ark oa the school Irv, talk to :he group.
paper Those serv.ng on the coin
The club :s planning to tune
mittees
Twila .Adanr, 441 a
banquet en May. The closin.;
Tee's. Sharon Veneable, Beta news.
song was led hy the ,ponsor. Refeatures. J:ll neater and Evelyn
freshinents acre seta eel
11.:-Iine. ;poi-1,, inn Gibson .n.:
Dasid Belcher ike. Wii am Irt..•
Nona Bazzell
an Lynn Dor.
115porter
.
—
-
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( Let Leather Accessories
Organize Your Handbag

civr —
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Irradiated Bulbs
Add Suspense
o Posy Patch

Ten Years Ago Today
•

.!‘...n-iilea^44•••••••••••••aearasaame
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• 9A5V:C °WA,

•

Prepared Food"Tempt
Very Junior Gourmet

•

•
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low cost
WANT AD

A-NNOUNCING

Smith-Corona's
Heavy Duty

•

Electric Adding Machine
with ..

-

Credit Balance
Step-Over Multiple ation
Single, Double and Triple Cipher
Bars
'Electric Correction
Two Color Ribbons
_..
Multiplication Counter
'Non -Print Key
Non-Add Key
And Many Other, Fine Features

.
5

•

onll $26450

4.

•
•

••••

OTHER ELECTRIC ADDERS
irtz.tt at 'tZS-../tj

•

•

• • O.

••

Call PLa7a 3,1916 for Demoniftaetail
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,
'aiwan (UPC - .
e supplied a
,ardesse.s to CAT —
Insport here.
the Yue and Wei ".
1952 have provided
vith what is believed
gest sister act in the .)
ry — six stewardes---0
office worker.
:amity supplied four
i airline workers in :
the Yue sisters rethey married. Julia
led up in 1958, keep,
idition going by serv,•ardess.
Wei sisters also fell
when they married
'linger, still is
ng as a stewarde.,
II 21, she thinks it
to talk about mar-
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•••

G. St
STAA•vs

STAm Ps

AT..

New Store Hours:Open 7am 9pm Daily
GRADE "A"
SWEET SUE
WHOLE

REMEMBER •

FAMILY NIGHT
EVEllY THURSDAY NIGHT

WEDNESDAY IS

10,000
Gate,.
STAMPS

DOUBLE STAMP DAY

SlitH GREEN STAMPS PLUS GROCERIES
AND CASH will be given away Register
preseach time you visit our store. Must be
ent to win.

DOUBLE YOUR SAVINGS ON

FRYERS. 23icb_
S USAGELPIUBREERTY 3-lbs. 89c
PORK

Wednesday!

DRAWING HELD 8 p.m. EACH THURS.

ACON

se;

BISCUITS
CO
FLOUR 1.49 PEANUT BUTTER
PLANTATION

Per

5c

Can

0•••••••••••walow,
DIXIE WINNER - 25-Lb. Bag

Pride of Ill.

RN

Oats.,
*TAMPS

•

WESSON OIL
Widners - Qt. Jar

6-oz. Jar Instant

FOLGER'S COFFEE _
Triplett - Full Lb.

DURAND SWEET

23

HAMBURGER

Meat 3-lbs

45"
3 cans 89"

HUCK

25'

Flavor-Kist - Lb.

25'

fan

Pork&
CATSUP
CAKE MIX

4 Cans

TALI'S

STREAK OF LEAN

Margaret's husband
K.1 Irate over this
e of a Paris firm's
if maternity and
les. Ha made the
self, and wants to
r the F'rench firm
if it. Well, It went
the ernrld, so that
La no trick.

•

4

19-0z.
Pkgs.

$1

8-0Z.
PKG.

pet II)

tree

es

C.

•

I
PTTIE
S

19c
2.0L8. 1.99
2.5c
6 cans 79r

KEN-L

DUZ
• 8P

_ — — — lb.

Fresh Sliced — -

—

34:
29

lb.

.

BANANAS
TOMATOES
39c
PEPPERS Sal ONIONS
POTATOES
507G 49c

CANS

GREEN

Oast.,
WTA•A PS

RED WASHED
or WRITE
RU,SSETTS

6 0/

1

-LB.
BASKET

FRESH GREEN
BUNCH

With 43.00 Purchase

ZEST SOAP
4 rn. 58 `.
DOWNY
45(

Box

Per Lb.

FIRM FRUIT

FRESH

BAG

WHOLE
SUN
FROZEN

490
GOLDEN RIPE

Can

POINTER

'41i

st.

fan

3
P 3

1

Fresh Sliced

BEEF

ZEST SOA-P
,

4

1-1. Bar-

BEEF LIVER
PORK LIVER

lb

STEAK

FREESTONE

29-0z.

#

IVORY SOAP I
2 BA,„ 33

8-oz. pkgs.

MINUTE

per lb.

FRESH

CAMAY SO AP

(HU

29e

lb

PORK STEAK ---49

PRESERVES - - 711
p,
POI1K CUTLETS- 59

PEACHES
pOG MEAL
DOG FOOD
Orange JUICE

Its,

lb

lb.

FRESH SLICED

-49

12-oz. jar
WIN-YOU - Mix or Match 'Em
Strawberry - Peach - Plum - Grape

CEDAR ROCK

plwr

Lb.

Shank
Half

CR •
A.AL•to

0
1

FLOUR 49e.

Pickles 39c

ichive

59s

lbs. qq1

_

silti
ROUNADSRu. .eic .

PILLSBURY - 5-Lb. Bag

48-OZ JAR C&W DILL

\I. 1 .,.!

I hick Sliced— — —

pkg. _ 49e

GOOD
liLAUE
CUT

1-41-19.22cal

YirNAISE "
T

Towels29c
•

12-oz.

GOOD-N-RICH

Roll

KLEENEX JUMBO

Skinless

Armour

ROASTU.S.D.A 39c•

KRAFT
COMPLAINING —

PR k

FRESH PICNICS
FISH STICKS _ — — — 3

Salt
Mea
t
1
acb
2.9c

oR

14-0z.
Bottle

; SNIDERS

NEON

REELF OOT
Tender, Smoked
Butt Half

POTATOES 2.s 25clilifikfzPIES 5r° 89c

•

FRANKS

49c

l' 2-Qt.
Jar

59c CRACKERS

POTATO CHIPS
•

FRESH LEAN MEATY - Lb. Pkg.

C
49
C
49

GRIESA
STAMPS

lb

Tr RN,

SPARE RIBS

Swift's 16-oz. jar -- —45`

29, SALAD BOWL
Chunk Style - 1 2 Size Cans
4 rolls 35" STAR-KIS
T TUNA _
Bottle
I2-oz.
79c LIQUID CHIFFON

SOFTEE TISSUE

VINO can things
antonio Diaz- Incan Zitylata 'vetteader, no doubt
he sits In a Jail
lea, Arta , charged
sling an innkeepe was released on
to attend meeting.

37e

17-oz. cans

HOUSER VALLEY
Sliced, Rindless

Salad Dressing - Qt. Jar

SAUERKRAUT

•

FRESH CHICKEN LIVER _ — — — lb. qq e
BOLOGNA Old Fashioned Lge — — lb.(Inc

t

CT

0.1,
•

SPIC 8,E,SPAN
29'

oz Bott

TIDE
z,...
•79'
OXYDOL
33e

SAW);

.

2 lb., 14-oz.

•

BOX

PREMIUM DUZ
55`

1 I!), 4-0i. Box

1 lb. 7-or. Boo

t_A••••
'TAM.

Fir rm
sTA•••••

-

I
•

•
7H-A.7,-MAA

-m•A•Mm -

Atm,••-•••••••
•••
•

6

•

•4;
•

•
•

•

•
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Magic Shows Help
Safety In City

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947

TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Travel: Calorie
'Count? Was It Das?

Sy 'A •LLIANI

B. THOMAS
l're. International

Social Calendar
Thursday, April 26
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. M. G. Ingram,
501 Poplar Street, at 2:30 p.m.
"American Folk Art" will be the
subject of the program by Mrs.
Fred Guisles.
•••
The Zeta Department 'of the
Murray Woman's Club vial meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses ail! be Mesdames John
Pasco, Cal Luther, Ed West, Udine
Veal Jr., Dan Johnston, and C. H.
''.1:1111,1•3.
• ••
The Jessie Houston Servic•
Club of the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle will meat a ith Mrs.
Goidia Curd at 7411 p.m.
,
•••
•
The Calloway County Homemakers Crafts Club will meet in
-the assembly room of the Extension office at p a.m.
• * •

Producers Okay
Video Violence

at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames HughHOIALYYtteteD
— Mueii as.
Oaklee, A. C. &Indere, E. C. Parker, Elliott Wear, and Miss Ruby been said ahead viuknee on I.:Ai:1.'1544M.
• ••
Critics tear it is con-up:mg the
Wednesday, May 2nd
minds of tile young anu nave d-A kickoff coffee will be held
inantied ifs elimination lion the
at 9 a.m, for the opening day of
au' waves.
the ladies golf season at the Calloway County Country Club. All
But John Burrow) and Leon
ladies are urged to attend.
ard Ackerman, product:le tit toe
•• •
American Broadcasting Cu. (Ails...)
Friday. May 4th
series "target. She 42, irruplCrb•
The United Church Women Neill rettise t,. accept the premiee thet
meet at 12 noon at the College crime, entwine:, surdiu subject
Presbeterian Church for a pot- matter and evil personalities are
luck luncheon. The May Fellow- not aesirable themes fur televesship Day program will begin at
1 p.m. People from all churches
-Corruption is evil. degracnag
in roe county are ernvited.
anal, eventually, may destroy
America." they say. "It it come,
titer the television tube a, nieceaig. violent and uum,iral, that s
4.)4.4:41:JC
corruption is. eoekine,
venent and munoral.

Celebration To
Mark The First
Crop Of Tobacco

LOUleVILLE, Ky. all111 — Kentucky Stiite Police Lt. Lee Allen
Estes doesn't believe there is any
magic answer to the problemat
hignway safety. Bdt he's convinetris own brand of Magic has
helped.
'1 he 49-year-old trooper has perearned his magic and ventralumusin act before more than 2
million actual children in the past
20 years and believes it has helped
sate many he es.
•
-•
"The children don't remember
me," Rates said. -They remember
the show — the state policeman
with the talking dummies. 'Ines,
don't remeintier my- name, but
that's not important."
Thenee no question the show
makes a strong unpreeeion tin the
youngsters. They sty the gravestoma of 'carless drivers of the
past — and laugn at a couple ul
citue nit's- named Kennie and Willie Talk.
The entire show is narrateu
by Este. in verse.
Estes wears the black and gray
uniform at a Kentucky State Police officer, and carries a gun, but
seldom has made an arrest. He
works full time at presenting his
show to school children nun's
months a year and revieung sea
improving it in the summer
months.
The hiiur-long program starts
woe a 15-miaute talk an solely
by Estee. Then conies the mag c
act, follaieed I..> the climax — a
drama starring Willie and Kt:time, the Super Schoolboy Patrolmen.
Estes has performed on the
same stage with Bob Hope and
the notes! magician, Blackstune.
wenderenletuageeteld
hate lead a glamoraus carter in
ehew
He inns,* !weever, that 'he is
being anto.y rewarded by the
tnanke and appreciation of .the
children and their pareqts-esome
of Whom sow haw perlinier when
they were Children.
Geer the years, Estes has worn
out a number at station wagons
and paned trucks driving from
one end oT Kentucky to the'other
end iiceasionally to other states
Ps put on his act. The driving has
listen something of an education
to him, toe
"Grownups do things a child
Wouldn't. do." he_
For example. he said, not one
child in 100 would jaywalk aeaass
a busy street in downtown Louieville, but adults do it by the hunareds every day. They also die as
a result .he said.

phalia.
A favorite e: Hessians is ripethen and kraut. Rippchen is pork
loin picked with cloves aild boiled
Just before eating. Glasses ot
golden apfelwein (cider) are considered a necessary adjunct. of
nine:hen and kraut.
Potatoes come in numerous
forms, always large in eize. &lust
popular are salzkartoffeln (boiled
potatoes) and potato dumpling
(knoedel or kloesse).
Vegetables tend to be of the
"white" type: the various kinds
of cabbage, cauliflower and asparagus ta delicacy particularly
popular when it is fresh in early
sununer.)
Green beans and carrots often
are 'served cold and pickled, net
always to American taste.

FRANKFURT iU111 — Germans
are among the world's heartiest
eaters. and they-expect their guests
to have healthy appetites also,
Although German food has never won the international acclaim
of the spicier dant% ut Its neignbors in France and Italy, it is in
most cases quite god. It is ale..
ways filling.
Like most of their northern
neighbors, Germans like meat and
pptatees, plenty of each, with soup
before and sweet -pastries alter.
Americans touring Germany will
find they can get quite satisfying
meals for 75 cents to a dollar almost anywhere. Of course, they
There are thousands at pastries:
can pay much more in the larger
fruit, cream-filled, with nuts, chorestaurants of most cities.
colate, sugared and about anything
The various snazels (veal or
else,
pork cutlets) and sauerbraten
(roan, beef cooked in wine and
Americans should not look for
vinegar sauce) are well known tii grilled or broiled items, however.
many Americans. So are the many They simply don't caret.
wursts or sausages, available at
many streets stands in Germany.
But other favorite dishes inchide trout, goose and venison.
Next to food, Clothing, and
Germany is the home of the shelter an automobile is the most
brown trout and other species. In expensive item for a great many
some restaurants the trout man families, the knencen Bankees
appears regularly with a comes Association reports.
of five-gallon cans of trout he
dumps into a tank from which
One rat will eat about 40 pounds
the customer selects his dinner. ad food each year and will conSpecialties of many inns and taminate nearly 10 times tnat
hotels in mountain areas are ven- amount, Jenn Slate University
ison, wild boar, wild duck, trout entomologists report.
and hare, usually trapped or
caught on the premises.
When the retina of the eye beGerman ham and baciin (schink- comes- detached or torn, it can
en and speck) rate among the often be re-attached by surgers
werld's best, especially the smelt- or by a technique known as light
ed and cured meats from West- coagulat ten.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I-Consumed

17-A conianaut
(abbr.)
19-Proceed
32-drain

34-Conap•••
point

25-Narrate
zit-Spoken

20-Semiprecious
mono
21-Itivcr tit
ltaty

57-Clean
ti-Poker stake
29•Cot of meat

22-Nutnber
21 Prepoei tton
37-Existed
3o- Sei,ff
31-Indefirttt•

33- Wager

So-Stitch
32-144,11nIns
36-11abyluallao
deity
37-1nn
34-LikenesAes
40- F00•1

article

I

2

as

41-Mail
lila knam•
41-Primer's
measure
41 muff

47-Farewell;
45- Period -of
time
49-Study
yo-o:o1.1o's WA I
moo

45.W)(fered

/

7

5

to It

14
17

15

39-Cure
40-Spitek

41-Part of
"La be"
42-Itawaitaa
wreaths
44.1'

9

.kkt:t3

2

t)

44-Shut US

prOCTarn.

32-Obese
33-insect
34-A state
(abbr.)
37.- Vapor

47-Metric
distend
measure
st-ciimmand
horse
It-Press
63-Tissu•

to Yesterday's PiAllie

MOO OMM4O
MOO 30Mo0 WOW
OMMOMM ummomn
00OU MO
MOO A00 MOM •
ORM MITIMMMOOP
OM MOM ROM SW
00MOORIMOM OMM
MUM also unaw
MS MOM
WWWOO MOOAMM
000 iiMmOW QMO
ORM WOOMM 200

oscavstion
F411
9- Fretieh for
"friend"
10-Sesame
11 -Befot e

4-Edible risk
3-Tropical
' fruit
12- French
plural
article
13-Emo rage
14-A rtibian
chieftain
15-11Ine
16-AdJust
It- Stout shoes

Answer

6

s
25

21
0*.

30

27
W

11 -Sea eagle
U-Mob
pols117
57-1`lace

34

31
37

3.5

33

tee39

47

3-Rli Cr duel(
3-Bara legaLly

52

As

42 43

eel;

DOWN
I- Fish sauce

45

49

46

30

Saturday, April 28th
4-Probibita
The Alpha Department of tea
"Americans need to icnew the
t<756
5-1t. ii
55
Murray Woman's Club will hate :
,, woman,.
:nee. the lacts about the corneeiiowlair
NEW
YORK
•lat
—
It
watt toe inptere
as luncheon meeting at the cluo
pIebb. by tlauett Feature Sjadiuhe.
who are unuermining u'ur
nest
home at 12 noon. Mrs. Henry spring of 1610, shortly alter Jean
tif life and our natiunai seRale.
arrived
in Jameetown, Va.
McKenzie sti.1 speak on -Glimpses •
The discouraged settlers were curity, just as surely and mem.of England." Hostesses will be
ready
to give up as result of a ousiy as the Subversive agents n.
Mesdames M. P. Ctuntopher, G.
foreign power."
B. Scott, E. J. Beale, Se.via At- I:Ara winter Known as the -btacvBarrow. and Ackerman, who
rug tune." The popufatein had
kris.•and Wayne Williams.
.
dwindled front 500 to 411oht 60 tee- mane the movie sAl Capeone," argue that the public enema 'ea in-- The Murray Starr Corege Wom- cause of cit•isae, LnalLienritivia 244 rurmas of the eti sloe ot life as
arrows.
Indian
'
en:a. Society v.ail have a series of
Rolle and the other new set- wen as the good side.
cenees in the homes' for mem"We are carat:einy hearing of
tlers
breugnt nem., out few supnese .11 the seciety. Hes:eases :rem
the greatness ail tt.evesion as a
puts.
So
tile
celonlata
loaned
their
t ii4u a.m. will be Mrs. Serourn
means of communication,'' the
Wrote and Mies Kenna Senter• etups and began the auyise back yeung producers say.
to
England.
from 9 In 11:30 a.m. well be Mai"Does that mean It shsuld comLuelney, the weather was.ciear.
camee Don Shelton, Bailey Gore,
municate only the good side a$
Baday Hewitt, Clell Peterson. and While sailing clown the Jon:es life- There are haultnings in ids,
Baser. the colonists as a fleet of
Bussed Ternune.
nip. from England carrying sup- too. The .ptibline nee04 . to know
••
• ••
pees and 150 new settlers. They ebuut evil Us order to put an end
Tuesday. May let
a,ceded to turn back and have to.it."
Murray Aeeemoly No. 19 Order
Ackerman criticized the kind of
eniitner
try.
if the Rainoow for Girls will
ti tt .ut1 -that portrays America
By
now,
the
original
dreams
of
tneet at the Masonic }tau at 7_pieni
traamg gold and jewels had tan- .esa petted t Utapia in which ine
•••
American family's daily lite is
Groups I and II •xf the Christian ts:led. The colonists had tried pre. nothing but beautiful."
ducmg
glaes
and
pitch.
Wemen 1 Fellowship of the First
"Life is just not like that," put
Jumper had been stuPPen
Sasfrnd
Cntrisnareenurch will hatee--awr. I think there's a
tengIiit-id71kit there was little demeetaig at the church at 230 p.m.
lot more sense in presenting the
mar.d and ante profit.
Mrs. hupert Parks is directing a
Joha Role provided the an- trutn about evil as it actually expeae, -Wnsh Halo Awry", for the
swer. He read a hudth that Vir- ists than in lauding Shakespeare
pr
ginia's soil could produce 'gold" and lair) tales as classic wrila
•••
— the golden leaf ot t neceti ile criticizing an honest attempt to
Group iv iif tne CWF of the
which
giu some -Spanish-type" t nee se 3 ert America to a danger •a
Frrst Christian Church will meet
VARY THE SLAW
seeds tram Trinidad, cleared the man citizens are completely Unat the name of Mrs. A. H. Titsand and planted taern. For a% .411V
worth at 9:30
Frese cabbage, in markets the
months he lateared, watching the
•• •
plants grow taller than a man.
millius America ne get mart et year round, is the basis for spring
The Delta Deparmaent n! the
cabbage and. green anion slaw.
After harvesting a srr.all crop tra.r livelihood trots a ream.,
Woman' (7.:b 14::. meet
— a few Minered -pounas at moat
This year marks the 330.th .tan- Combine_ 3 cups id finely sliced
— he shipped it to Eng.ana. His niversary ef Jehn R ele's first cabbage with 1 cup of chopped
,uaccu was aTt immediate sue- cr_p anu tne industry he found- green •inion, 1 cup of diced fresh
ed A ,ptectal ce.ebration huno:- V.Mat4), 11 teaspoons ofnat. le
The tiny seeds John Rolfe p.ant- ins Rolfe will be held in Jame:- tea peon each of ground black
ed have grown tato a $'S bill. in teen Fastival Park May 15-19. pepper and celery seed, 1 table•
American industry _writer'. accorct- The Park includes reconetructiiine spoon of fresh lemon juica isrid
This sphinx is more revelern than mnxterions. Brush all hair bet
aria to Tobacco News, publican/in of :he urigleal Jamestown Fart:- is cup of mayonnaise. Toss lightH1NG 1 uN
nee side it brush -melded and folded bark to be
— These
parsley..
tripped with•
colonists' three ly. Garnish with fresh
and down. Tee-se-let LAO side trusses cling to eutline of the face
_
are dare class for gourmets, re- of Tobacco Inentute yields annual replicasof tne first
far Curl. The tat her side is conod around the
Stases
4.
cheek and the
exhibits.
taxes
of
38.1
special
billion.
and
About 17 ships
p .rts Inc Nat.onal Geographic
-rad under.
nety. TrUfnes are selling for
a_nonontical prices.
Truffles are the sled ingredient
that imparts; a ant:ranee pungent Gayer t • sauces.. garrinnes
and sauces. G -errna os also relite
truffles bake-5 whu,i. in it 1 teams.
teeeind in cream er eine, grated'
in omelets, ch ppre in fondues.
itseeeeeenee
sand over eggs denemc: and tachea in salads
ISAII MUTES
.
•. _
But nee ••black diamend of the
ICaPPING up kfiriat beet bnt c!...nr-51ate Sztnk..si
-10 trreirnio,
Tetreelt Aeltirkine
.
cahoot SO sex.
kitchen" recently brought a Ice;
- rirato
treets and attar-school
eboeee (about
Cool in pan 5 mire: turn Oa Blend pineapple en* earn*
ord $1 4 pound in Paris. The
124
marks day after day is Chocolate Drink
on rack to finish cooling.
e• chopped Akikeir
into cheese, softened at room
Try d. new dry litstlelt thee.
reasuri — the small. black fungus
enough to tax any Mother's
U
. .
1%„ C. indk
*late-flat orel r1r-ifik minx tnat's
C.
is hard to find, the society said.
ORANGE-RAISIN FIT.I.LNG ternrwratur
tug enuity.
"
. NtIkes 2'
1 egg, beaten
a combination of nonfat milk
Quct.;&-.m.i,p1; OATMEAL
The roots of trees, usually teaks.
1 (8-02.) pkg. cream.
Comes a point when year
melted fat
COOILIZIS
are believed to supply nourt.ncheees
r11 fret of 1,teas. If 'rave Roads and medium fat crices
I e. bran flakes
Mfr. imam cake adz
:Tient but the fungus, is capricious
21 c. orange marmalade
reached it, try tway.s recipes. eweettned titan non-nut/sine
Sift.. flour, sugar, halting
2 eggs
sweeteners. It. can be sizved
* in chmaing 8 he.t tree, the s--/C. blonde raisins
Sandwich Segee•tions
as is or used as the bate for paie der and salt Into mixing
Mee. water
cites, eeplained.
Soften cheeses at room temc.
(not runs*
Foe the lama box, WC IrIC.• Chocolate -Maple Mugs or bowl. Add cheese and dales.
perature. Blend in marmalade
The truths hunter Deeds. beChaffee -Milk nerch. Arnala
fat
grab sande-101i s made vane
Combine mein egg- and .and raisins. Melee 2's c..
:Ades trees. a deg, a pm -Sr a nee
".. • 11 c. rolled oats (quick
Cheese-Date Bread and ;greed will enjoy the latter.
slightly tooled fat. Add to dry
The human senor ef smell rarely
CAER()T-PINZAPPL.W
or regular) uncooked
with Orarece-Raasul or Carrie.lege-die-Ms; stir only until dry
CliEfassE-DATE HEr‘D
can detect a truflie. The Frencn
FILLING
111 C. raisins
Pineapple Fnareg.
c. tufted all-purpissa
fniredienta a r e me. atinecL
1 ('-oz.) can crushed
usually hunt with trained pigs In
Combine 'mix, eggs, water
To Ribble on for dessert,, or
Fold in cereal, being careful
flour
pate-apple
Italy dogs lead the Waren. Serand fat in mixer Lowe Beat
to munch f---r an after-ache-A
21 c. s ie,ar
not to overmix.
is V
e.•.1 Sely-shredded
ciinians use goats.
at medium speed 4 mine
snack, Q ece-Made Oatmeal
33
tap. bakieg powder
Pre ir ml's well f.:rc9
ePrr-it.
4 loaf
Not every pig is la• Pafentlel
scraping down sides of howl.
Cooa.es are crispy good. The
1 tsp. salt
pen tex5x3-in 1. Sake in hind1 • s oz 1 pkg. cream
truffle bunter, the • :ieudy sail.
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kids wal en;oy 'em oeith a
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•_; a e oven. 34.10 5'
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wad
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.
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PfMs fungus for .centeries. the ••
Beat to sserning temperature
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'over few heat, stirring orn
' coal wrote •,thit
lierignt
a•itsinnotly Serves I to n
'
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a
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.
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Hazel Junior High
4-H Club Meets

terday'll Runt°

2M 203
23 SCIM

ammo=

20
D MOM
OMMOIMM
15100 NM
• 0011

!AGE ?WI
VI-S1
10M LONARDO PIANO
Company in Pari s, Tennessee,
during the "Fish Fry." Band instruments and accessories. -Kimball pianos, $495.00 up. "Your
The Hazel Junior High 4-H Club
complete Music store." (Across
from post 'office.)
1 te met Friday in the gymnasium
with Gary Jackson, club president,
calling the meeting to order.
FOR RENT
The pledge to the American
Flag was led by Judy Orr and
121 ACRE TOBACCO EASE, Call Keith
Curd led the pledge to
PL 3-3352 or PL 3-5422.
a27c -the 4-H Flag. The
Bible reading
NEWLY DECORATED /
1
2 of brick was given by Paula Cook.
Joyce Brandon, club secretary,
duplex, unfurnished, 5 rooms and
bathaas furnace and garage. Call read the minutes and called the
753-43.
a27c roll. The meeting was then turned over to Carolyn Craig, viceNEW UNFURNISHED, TWO bed- president. The program was enrooms, living room, kitchen, bath, 'titled, -4-H Roundup."
utility and garage. Call PL 3-1490
'The recreation was under the
after 5:00 p.m. See by appoint- direction of Judy Orr and Keith
ment.
a28p Curd, game leaders.
Carolyn Towery
4 ROOM UNFURNISHED ApartClub Reporter
ment, downstairs. 414 North 8th
Street. Phone PL 3-1727.
a28c

t)

•

m arm
mom

20MAME
SM QMV

013

6.shot tiff
2-S:stomata
I-Perioil
time
9- Study
u-ttuldn's Welt
note

c-

two bedrooms, panel den, utility
baths, fully insulated,
room, 1
storm doors and windows, electric
PARTS FOR ALL ELECTRIC heat, 2 Gar attached garage. Almo
a26c
SHAVERS. LINDSEY'S JEWEL- Heights. Phone PL 3-1934.
ERS.
a30
1957 SCHOLTZ ALL Aluminum
BY OWNER: NICE BRICK house, House Trailer. 36 feet long, eight

feet wide. Full size bath. dood from college. Four and one-half
condition. Call PL 3-1315.
a26p per cent GI loan, transterrabie.
Call PL 3-5121 (weekdays after
MUST SELL. NICE TWO bed- 400 p.m.) 1704
Miller.
a28c
room, hardwood floors, electric
heat, paved street, sewerage and GOOD FISHING CAR '51 FORD
etc. on lot 95x155, good garden, for $125.00. Men's Wilson gull cart
new •garage with concrete floor; and Leeds nag.'Call PL 3-1298
storage space, possession May 1st. after 7 p.m.
a27c
Only 48750.
ELECTRIC
water
BOTTLE
TYPE
TWO BEDROOM HOME NEAR
hospital, large lut, good garden, cooler. No plumbing or water conYOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
0.1. loan payments only $45.00 nections necessary. Good cohdition. Call PL 3-1323.
a27e
per month.
SMALL FARM '
ON HIGHWAY HALF BED, METAL
DESK AND
with two bedroom home, good dresser, 203
Woodlawn. Phone PL
well water in house, fenced and 3-3300.
a28p
out buildings, a bargain.
•
TWO AC R E BUILDING LOT
about six miles out on highway,
HELP WANTED
only WO cash.
ABOUT NINE AMES ABOUT
MAN OR WOMAN, SPARE Time
three miles out on Hazel Highway.
to retail and collect money from
Several good building sites, about
our maciiines dispensing Hersheytour acres in woods, only $5000.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
etts, gum and sport cards in this
ADDING MACHINES
GALLOWAY INSURANCE AND
area. Easy to du. Excellent inand TYPEWRITERS
PL 3-1916 Real Estate Agency, phone PL 3Ledger & Tunes
come. $440.00 cash required securSales & Service
5842.
a26c
ed by inventory. Include phone
PL 3-1916
Ledger & Times
PRINTING
1958 BUICK 2-DOOR HARDTOP. number. Write P.O. B o x 476,
sic
Blue and white, extra clean. Dial Evansville, Indiana.
PL 3-1916
-Ledger & Times
DRUG STORES
ID 6-3768 day, PL 3-5047 after
CURB GIRLS, 17 YEARS OR
a26c
a:00 p.m.
older. Apply in person, no phone
PL 3-2547
Scott Drugs
TYPEWRITER-4ENTAL
calls please. Apply from 8:30 to
I SOW AND SEVEN PIGS, 30
AND SERVICE *
11:00 a.m. and 2:00 to 5:00 lain.
INSURANCE
feeder pigs, 1946 Ford truck, -B"
Jena 's Dr: -c-in Restaurant. a2tic
3-1916
all
PL
tractor
with
Times
chalmers
&
Ledger
Allis
Meiugin
&
Holton
Frazee,
equipment. Phone PL 3-3042 after DEN TAL ASSISTANT POSI'l ION
Gen. Insurance
PL 3-3415
a28e open. Give
4:00 p.m.
USED AUTO PARTS
qualifications and
LADIES READY TO WEAR Murray Auto Salvage - Hazel Rd. THREE BEDROOM BRICK house, three references in hand writing.
Write Sox 32-T, Murray, KenPL 3-4823 Parts For All Models - PL 3-3756 extra large garage, block and half tucky.
f.Ittletons
a28c

FOR

SALE

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

• 1

^

I

LisiiIMMDEL31°.3 1111

ped Wit"
the

lar law

LOAN

NOW SERVING MURRAY WITH
FHA and VA home loans. Phone
or write T. C. Ezzell, Kentucky
Mortg a'g e Company, Paducah,
Kentucky.
m4c

AUCTION

SALE

AUCTION SALE WILL BE HELD
Saturday, April 28th, at the late
Mrs. Sallie Fulton's home at Penny at 9:30 a.m. The following
items will be offered for sale:
Frigidaire cook stove, refrigerator,
chrome dinette set,- living room
suite, radio, bedroom suite, mattress and springs, odd bed and
dresser, wash stand, big wardrobe.
dinner bell, dishes, feather bed,
sewing machine, wash kettle, oad
chairs, and other household items
too numerous to mention. Sale
will be held rain or shine. Terry
Sh iemaker, Auctioneer.
a27p

SERVICES

OFFERED

a
.
"TEAHOUSE" ON TV HOLLYWOOD 1UP11 - Miyoshi
Umeki will star in the television
version of "Teahouse of the Augu,t
Moon." The show is schedul,s1
for October on NBC's Hallmai k
Theatre.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1- Stroke
4- Worship
9- Ventilate
it-Southwestern
Indian
13-1 lire borne
14-0Id French
coin
15-Writing
Implement
17- I n len elated
number of
thing's
19-Foray
21-Near
22:Kill
25-kta lot
(collog.)
27-Word of
1111troa
31 -Spretoi for
drying
32-Slake into

I

WILL BREAK AND ORDER Gar
dens, also other custom work
Lawrence or Bradley (herby. .'L
3-1844.
4.27p

34-Dart of
--10 be"
35-Unit of
Japanese
currency
36- Nlolintain
• pass
37-Preposition
58-Strategist
- --41-4-oftttrrte/ten
42- Heraldry;
crafted
43-shade tree
44- Sla lures
43- Printer's
measur.
47-Ship's
hot tom
49- Eetlitista am
53-At lacked
:t7-Sailor
I colloq.
ZS-Molten unit
of 5, eight
OLP
an-A sta
(abbe
- bettors
a7.- Scarf
' -Insane ,
DOWN
I 1:Snia II .tog
2-ltese
.1-Number
rDitolo
3 I'.-,-'.l's-e'-I,
application

NOTICE

I'Hypothetical
force
7-Soak
S-silkworm
9-Beast of
burden
10-Promise to
pay. (cotton.)
11-Regret
16-Sob
1S-Compartment
for hors.
20-Canine
22- Declare
23-Sweetheart
24-Pald notice
26-Rasing tyro
legislative
branches
2S-Note of scale
25-5take stmendS
30- Dispatches
3:- flay. Allan
wreath
33 tffspring
35-Beef animal
39-A state
(abbr.)

•

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

.23M MEMOM ORO
OM1 OOMMM MR0
NI032121 HMOM13741
DRUMM

mamma
000 MM0
ima comi MRS=
GODO amm 0201
0031:40 U00 000
00 MMO MMO
0000N 00E400
OR0R0110 MOM
303 rint1110 331
OMM conm

40-Kind
41-Symbol for
dicer
46-51ohammedan name
46-nmeet Hes
45-Comfort
49- Massie: as
.rrlttai

4

50-Dance step
31 -Irrita(e
32-Small child
54-Obstruct
-Ouldo'• high
note
66 Parent
(collo,'
-59-B55oteP

' IIII' t. ..k .,k.:419111MIIIIIII•t:.:1111111
J.1
Mailill111111
14 •
Mr:

3

J & J GLASS Ca-WOULD
MEDICAL TECIINOLOGYSt: full
ii
ill.
tittle employment in a modern like to announce that tney have
illiiiiii 21
Or9 III
'
IV•*§:
hospital laboratory. Write or call muted from 105 N. 5th St. to 509
.
:.:.;
LESVOS:WI21 29 30
22 j24
444-6361 Ext. 58
a28c Main in the building formerly
All•=KS&NMI
e'IM
occupied by the Dollar Caeneral
33
11
:
i,:,l'i: 32 III
.......
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER TO Store. The J & J Glass Co. has a
34
cothplete
line
of
glass;
mirrors
;$9,
dal
*RUI
PALM BEACH PICTURE-Mrs.
a- -irk days or stay in ham. Calf
."Vill
•.
!...........
.!....zim
cut to size, wall plaque, showei
Jacqueline Kennedy makes a
PL 3-2600 after 5:30 p.m.
a28c
&v.
so
31
doors, tub enclosure and glass
dainty picture as she carries
.9.•!
glazing. Whatever lb e job is,
John Jr. at Palm Beach, Fla.
MO /3
42
.W.
..44
whether large or small, the J & J
pg
Ng'
go;45
46
0.:4:4:
47
zg•MaRK10
Glass Co. will do it best. Phone ATHLETE'S FOOT
GERM
M.' :4:47.401.4.4:'
M!:!
iMie.;NM:....•
753-5970.
a30c
lin 53
neat appearing
49
54 55 56
HOW TO KILL IT,
51
[nen'
21 or over to help Me in my
IN 3 DAYS.
59
NIS
58
11
sot
ei.
business in Callow-ay County.
.ith etrotte. imtsitt -dry's/
any drug store
CARPEIS COME CLEAN quickly T-4-1.. )our ist tuck
Route men, -and ex-insurance
.S.
..
Wateh utlected akin sionett ttft Wateb
when Blue Lustre is applied with Itealtb, Ain replace it. 11-11 and InlrfInfr
men are very successful in my
nal
I
ere
gone.
TODAY
at
klullosi brag Con,the "F REE US E" Shampooer.
business. Ycur first year's earn1), Sr. by sited feature Syndicate, Inc. 15
pro> .
Crass Furniture Company.
a27c
ings should be in excess of
$5,000. For confidential toter--- write, giving qualifica/NJ AIONJER
YOJ 5rtaiLlY...HOtt)ritr IT iS
tions and record of past em14E4i,GIRLS,COME UP HERE'.
(JAC 73 BE ThE
OUT THERE IN CENTER RELD...kE
ployment, to Personnel DirectOREEZ.V.
PITCHER,CHARLIE
DON'
T GET ANi./EVEEZE AT All
or, Box 8215, Station P.
RROWN IT'S COOL
V
K,
a26
UPHEREON THE
PITCHER'S MOUND!

IAN FLEMING'S Greatest Thriller
le La el....
ft..... Tb• ivy orile...6
in..
Sr, tagensla 0

HOME

HOG MARKET
a .Federal - Slate Market News
Service, Thursday, April 26, 1962.
Kentucky. Purchase - Area Hog
Market Report including 9 buying
stations. -Receipts Wednesday totaled 414 head. Today barrows
and gilts steady to 25c lower.
Mixed U.S. No. I, 2 and 3 barrows_ _
and gilts 180 to 230 lbs. $15.60 to
$15.75; 235 to 270 lbs. $14.25 to
$15.50; 2
- 75 to 300 lbs. $13.50 to
$14.75; 150 to 175 lbs. 413.50 to
$15.50. No. 2 and 3 sows 300 to
600 lbs. $11.25 to 13.50. Boars all
weights $8.00 to $11.00.

T.
Meer. Alredrealeft

I NEED TWO

ttnrearro
got up and had a look. Yes, lag In loud and clear. Soon he
• 1.. It 1 1.
• 13 •
- • Men r.or Id as No Mr in a there, Wu miles away, was the would see the red Lashiag tight.
i et set v14, Jamrs it ,no coastline map alicady in high And there it was, perhaps five
.&• trit. most challenging assign- definition, the bulge that was miles dead ahead. Petacchi
no-, Ile liar :It • so-C.110cl Winneen1t rims in England. neesiunalilY Boston, and the silvery creek inched the great nose at the
vi• remedy el, IS .• omit
ILAN in River. He was plane down. Any moment now!
reline brine in teloch Bowl in of the
*duel when out on a dangct spot dead on course and it would It was going to be early!
en.a _Ile _WAS LIU eft into a duel at soon be time to turn oft the
Five hundred feet, four hun
w is with a man identified at
"r, us? Lippe* a ho
eal..1 as East-West channel.
dred, three, two ... There was
okra Odle* 41111I under a watch
Petacchl went bnck to his the pale shape of the yacht,
Brno
• tmotert triephobe
ii'a MI Me Irood•.t. glentril' I O." seat, munch..'1 another benze lights dowsed, lie was deed on
ern tr-S!rt Or ist
mark lN Fat
Urine tablet,-and consulted his line with the red flash of the
In
In-tanta "Me ot II Wt,
kt
Proef'll
4,d lesrsed chart. He got his hands to the beacon. Would he hit it? Never
lie eras on one of cootrols and watched the eefie mind. Inch her down, down,
fan ally. While tahk,,
a 4-n.' Iii treatment, • hand beat ing glow of the gl ro compass. Now! down. Be ready to switch of f al
too. tattoo darted up and set the 14e eased the controls genUy • once. The belly of the plat&
dta rear:stator MU *peed
In in pain. Bond tiler ko4 not
round in a fairly tight curve, gave a jolt. Up Mtn the nom,'
I,... hut (mitt by • mirac. who then he fh.ttened out again. Crash! A leap in the air and
ttie in, ideal as an an, t.
reg.,
dent, Bond watched for an op ail - edged the plane exactly on to then ... crash again!
reset
new
course, and
IV
' its
Petacchi unhinged his cram ped
1 1 14111
•toria Irl • •'AI ..111
Bond to. r if the machine up to a George. Now he was flying due fingers from the controls, and
u. giee. fhug Bond un
e
knowing t% dlayed
• plot framed , south, now he was on the last gazed numbly out of the winlap, a bare three hours to go. dow at the foam and small
by an into-0/.1°nel ertntinal s)
Cal"""‘"
pia, • MI,ft p It was time to start worrying waves, lie had done it! Ile.
f
•ri
for how king of • Ns-r(i i. ire e. about the landing.
Giuseppe Petairchi, had done it!
eta,n is,, atom, bona- thio
Now for the applause! Now
Petacchl took out his little
h 10, I nr
could he tarsi fur
WeNten.
11.4
.
1..
43s
notebook. -Watch for the lights for the rewards!
enrage? roan with the pilot wii
Grittuf Bahama to port, and
"
i
The plane was settling slowly
of y ;ion
Pia si et,
I Palm Beach to at:alai:int Be and there •vas a hiss of steam
U.- rein
re itly to pick up the naviga- from the submerging jets. From
P1”1.-E1 of mcm.p. lie any
te ear,
ord. 4 Lipp.- ext. titian.
=tional aids from No. l's yacht behind him came the rip and
Op,
hi
olWunlt
The curiumn
other members, of the NATO pier.e - dot-dot-dash; 'dot-dot-dash, crack of tearing metal as the
rte.. in tie left alone with the dead• jettison fuel, loz.e height to tail section gaped open where
srcto
he agreed to turn over to around 1000 feet for the last
ly
the back of the planc had broSPECTRE.
quarter of an hour, kill speed ken.
with the air brakes, and' lose
CHAPTER 10
Petacchi went through into
"T7Ilt OLANT plane whispered mor'e height. Watch out for the the fieielage. The water swirled
beacon
and
prepare
flashing
red
cock.
1 on into the night. The
ammo his feet. The filteritig
pit, bright with the yellow eyes for the final appioach. Flaps moonlight glittered white on the
at
the
check
altitude
down
only
of the dials, was quiet and
upturned face of one of the
with about 140 knots indicated.
warm.
.
cor•pies now soggily awash at
of
water
will
be
40
feet.
Depth
Petacchi again checked George
the rear of the plane. PeUtccht
with the gyro and verified each .You will have plenty of time to broke the perspex cover to the
of
the
escape
out
hatch.
go
were
fuel tank to see that they
handle of the port side emerall feeding evenly. Satisfied, bet You will, be taken on board No. gency exit and jerked the hanyacht."
Is
settled himself comfortably in
dle down.
• • •
the pilot's scat and Swallowed- a
The door fi•11 outward and
benzedrine tablet and thought
ON
W through the cloud base, Petacehi stepped through and
about the future. One of the
the moments of blindness walked out along the wing. .
headphones scattered on the and then, far holow, the sparse
'The big jolly-boat was almost
floor ,of the cockpit beg in to lights (ft North and South BinsThere were
iiiiiiily. Petacchi glanced int winked palely against the tip with the plane.
Of course! Boa. silver sheen of the moon on the six men in it. Petaccht waved
at
watch'
at his
shouted delightedly. One
combe Air Traffic Control Wan (iiiiet sea. There were no white- and
man raised a hand In reply.
trying to raise the Vindieator, .
The faces of the men, milk '
He had mingled the third of the "PA
he
The met, report
had white under the moon, looked
half-hourly calls.
orked up from Vero Beach on tip at him quietly, curiously.
cs, I . HOW long would Alr Control
the American mainland had Pt•tacchi thought: These men
i' wait before alerting Air Sea
been right: "Deed calm, light are very serious, very business/fescue, Bomber Command, and
airs from the northeast, visihil- like. It Is right an, He swalfhe Air Ministry? There would
ity good, no immediate likelihood lowed his triumph and also
first. he checks and doubleof change." and a check on the looked grave.
. checks with the Southern Resfainter Nassau Radio had conThe boat came alongside the
; cue Center. They would prnbfirmed._ The Sea looked as wing, now almost awash, and
abry take another half hour,
smooth and as solid an -steel. one man climbed lip on to the
•
and by that time he would be TN.( Was' going to by all rey.t.
wing and walked toward him. .
well out over the Atkintic.
Petacchl dialed' Channel 67 on He Was a short, thick man with
The chirrup of the headphones' pilot's COMManfl set tn
pick a viiry direct gaze. Fle walked
the
'•
went quiet. Pet aeehi got tip
t:u No. l's navigational aid.
carefully, his feet well apart ,
from his seat and tOok n look
Ile had a moments panic and his knees flexed to keep!
. at' the radar screen. Ile_ Watehed
his balance. His left. hand •
for some time, noting the when he dioln't hit It it once,
r it
_gut, then he got it, faint but was hooked in his belt. ottansional -blip" of planes bcdataitia-daah, dotalotPetacchl 'sail happily, "Good
.1 lag overhauled beloWr Mist' .
- WilIlld his own swift PasSage dish- Jt1 Was time to get right evening. GosA evening. 1 am 1
hegareto kill his delivering - one'plane in good '
above the air .corridor be noted down, lildriechl
the air brakes., and condition." (lie laid thought the
'by the planes. as he parole- I speed veil*
tVm?'Unlikely. The fa- rut „down the, four jetit. The joke ofit' long 'before.) "Please
'above ,
plane -began a shalloW }sign here." Her. held: out his
• dar on cogninerciatapittnes• hitd great
:14- Plit- fadin...a114”*.ter'' F067 band. '..' '. ...:' • •-• "
10
A',4tliIIMAY64W0•^14(44, 1stvesiaraverCi:104
fora-aid cone. He wolild almost came...Yoe-al. threatening. _Pepie-.. - The man froth the artily-boat t
--cr4orinly 'not be spot t&I Mitt,' chi wilteited It rtryi Thersea ol torah thta-litalat4elli streark-gataarr--'
braced himself, - hid pulled .
he. crossed the Defense 'Early quicksilver below hint.
Ile had a moment -when the sharply. Pet:well's head was
Warning line, and DEW via1uld probably put h1m down as a hntiznn was lost. There was no flung back by the quick jerk
commercial ljet thet had strayed mach reflection off the moonlit and he was looking full into
water. Then he teas on and over the eyes of the moon as the
, above its normal channel.
stiletto flashed up 'and under,
! Petacchi glanced at his watch, g smidi 'ark island. It gave
the offered chin. He .knew nothThe Vindicator was already him xonfltlence -in the 2000 feet
ing but a moment's surprise, A
four hours 011t. At Rhe ni ph. indicated on the Altimeter. He
sear of pain, and an explosion
one certainly covered the miles. pulled Out of the shallow dive
of brilliant light.
The coastline of-America should and hehi the plane steady..
l'alicacon
was
(To Bo Confirm-G.1 Tomorrow) i
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FEEL TIE COOL

WANTED ,
INSULATED BLANKET QUILTS,
Phalle PL 3-4925.
a26c

NANCY

by Ernie Bushnailler
HE
FOLLOWED
ME HOME
FOR

PLEASE)
LET ME
KEEP

MILES

LIL' ABNER
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DRIEGER SIGNED
in "Repriete," has been sign ,o
HOLLYWOOD UPI — Lee
for "County General." a segment Professor
el% past finished with a top role of
television's -Bus Stop" series

mrimAy, irrrrucry

dcgitie in English literature, W,,I:
became interested in collecting
musical folklore in his college
days a: Batesville, Ark_ in the
' 14eart of the legend -filled Onek
Niountains.
.
By MARY TOBIN
Research told him there was
I third Pm.. laternati...1
a
MEMPl-HS. Term. ,I)Pli — He wealth it bal!ad- loot had never
been
publ:.hed
They
sat on the porch steps of his tiny,
were'handrust:c cabin, lazily strumming a ed down from frith,* to son, and
known
tmly
to
those Who sang
gunar. The bray other -sound was
J. _uf_a_lacit-dr-arn a dense. _them in thejlaellwoot41 areas.- About .10 years ago, after he
'woods fringing the clearii12.
The man began to sing — slow- DeCallle chairman of the English
ly. siltly at f.rs: His Ozark twang eepartmcnt of Soutowestern Coltune remembered from his child- 14e at Memphis. Wolf received a
hood in the Arkansas mountains. grant to tirinis:re the White River
Oddly out ;:f place in' the back-, :egion of the Ozarks for ballad-.
woods surrbitndlngs Calne-aliOnee ile-4..0041-7-it- we• a "virtual/1y Unsound -- the hpm of a tape re- touched territ-ory" and offered
limitless nullifier of folk songs.
c •rder.
.
The machine. however, huf : Wolf's
approach Ti balladhuntheen. there before. Its operator ing
. was
. imple. He would seek ou:
.;,vos 3 university professor who
- he gene.-al store or pi-st offic,
tack'- c-h-wn people who fan reand art ariout who in the neighcall an .1 sing ballads little-kn •wn borhood
could sing the "old songs:
re) the modern world.
l'hen he would find the singer anti'
Dr. .1..hri Quincy Wolf has on persuade hill to sing a
few battape more than 1.000 such bal- 'ads winle he re—r.led
them
lads — tales A th poignant, the tape.
glorious and the sorrowful deeds
The rollicking tune "The Bat\f people A the old South.
tle of Neu Orleans" came to light
„If is an Engli-h profess:ir an this mannvr. Wolf
discovered
who hunts ballads in his spare the sling in 102 near
Mountain
time.
View. Ark., and. sevtral years laA scholar who got h:s doctor's
.it was a top- cling record.

Hunts
Old Ballads As
'Pleasant Hobby'.

•

TRIPLETS TWO WEEKS APART — Mrs Clarence Bujold holds
her un•que set of triplets born 13 days apart in Fort Frances.
Ont. The eldest ileft i was born April 1. the other two
April 13. One girl (middle) and two boys.

TSDAY — APRIL 2t 1962

Wolf's current interest centers
SAN FRANCISCO SCENES
around "Sacred Harp" singing
HOLLYWOOD
--- Walt
that has survived the years and Disney's
cameras have returned
a still popular among country
from Serf Francisco where they
dwellers in parts of Mitaissippi. have
been shooting city scenery
%tit tells of a hymn book pubI:shed in 1884 that contained
many of the songs used today in
,...mmun:
ty churches in the northern area of the state.

tur Disney's spage-age comedyromance, "Moon Pilot."
The backgrounds are for a
comedy search for a girl trom
outer space and an a•tronaut she

has abducted. The city scenes include Cuit's Tower, the Oakland
Bay Bridge. the Powell Stre,i:
cable car Ilne. Fisherman's Whar:
and Chinatown.

is the area of folklore in
this country at the present time
where there is more vitality than
n any other area of Music." ne
said.

•

g IISIP7,000.0ou
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$33C.600.000

A
EXPOR1 LEADERS -Nuw that tiie figures ate in ts. vsno IflO1 14 thins uid tu oe the leaning
state in export of manufactured products tot itf4i4/ Heie ate lu leaders. 'C•-will t't*-41•/

MORE QUALITY

•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE GRAIN Ficl BEEF - First Cuts

Friday Night Special
FROM 6 TO 8 O'CLOCK

Friday Only
lb

LBath
E
9t) 33
SizA
e----REGULAR SIZE
R

SUGAR CURED - SMOKED
IN THE
PIECE

SLICED JOWLS

BEEF
3 LBS. $1
PORK SAUSAGE
3 LBS. 69e
GROUND BEEF PATTIES
LB. 49e

4 lbs. 51.00

LIFEBOCI Regular 4 BARS 34' INSPECTED GRADE "A"
LIFEBOI Bath 4 BARS 51`
ALL
Giant 69°

KING PHARR CUT - 303 Can

OKRA

DERBY - 1-Lb. Pkg.

229c SLICED BACON

PR %ISE Regular - -- _2 BARS 3
PR USE
2

OC

Bath —

BARS

How wonderful!

its Baby
Week

Whole

2

* 3 Strained

JUICE

6

ALL

V
SPANISH RICE

CANS

LA ghErf BEEF •

CHOW MEIN
DINNER

•

MAXW
ELL
COFFE E
EET PICKLE CHIPS

(AKE TANS1.

TUNA

Breast 0'

Large Family Size

69c Potatoes
39° APPLES — - — — — —
39c Oranges
—

NIL IA:01111T

— — 2Ibs

29° a
h g&IT

di9c

14-0z. •

4

-LB.

drko

CTN. 9IfT7

59c
e)ockc
4-1b. bag

ra0CI

•

CHERRY KING
303 Can

19c
3

(IC

••1

Quart

39c
_ 5-lb. bag 29

KRINKLE CUT - 2-lb. Polly Bag
FRE
39° •
sEYENCH FRIES _
a
B
N PEAS' _ — — 10-oz. pkg. 19°
BoGI
E6TialC
15°
BROTHER

_'OPER F.RIDAY and SATU
RDAY.
8'00'

spisp c
*Po)

FOOD'
MARKET

• 3W

2
Chicken .

IWI 110810
OHM UMW

PRODUCE
ALL PURPOSE RUSSETT -

VEGETABLE With '5.00 Order 3-Lb.
or More
SHORTENING
Can

SALAD DRESSING.RIG BROTHER -

—

Pride of Illinois
`Country Gentleman

lb. 19c
lb. 39c
lb. 15c

FLORIDA JUICY - 5-1b. Bag

DEL MONTE

39e

* GIZZARDS
-A- NECKS

•
Party ?ail( — — — — — — — — Quart

CRISCO
49c CATSUP
69c REEL (YT PURE LAni)
19c
H E RBI ES

Hydrox

.
lb. 29c 5

lb. 69e
lb. 39c

COOKING or EATING WINESAP

••

C40()KIES -S'
unshine

* WINGS

* LEGS
* BACKS

* BREAST

lb

•

25-1b. bag

Large 6.0z.
Jar

HOUSE

.11111,

.•

CUT-UP CHICKEN PARTS

THICK - 2-Lb. Pkg.
- - 390 1 SLICED BACON - - -11,V

IM TABLETS _ _ Giant Size
Van Camp
15-oz. Can

3

KREY

full of wonderful values for your baby
I * 3 Strained FOOD

21

•

FRESH

FRYERS

DETERGENT — — — —

lb.50

— WITH

IC
HAMS

illOU
LN
eann
i

Ba
Jo
wl
co
19F
b
n
325c

LUX

lialieLikGINE ORDER PLEASE —

SMOKED

Fresh

•

rant 2.11

49°

WE RESERVE 1HE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
.411111M,

•
•

•

•
I

iiteturestartiria...1...144,frt •
•••
55
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he city scenes inwer, the Oakland
le Powell Sir,.'.':
isherman's What':

TFAIr
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TIMES — MURRAY, K F NTUCKT

European Common Market Means A Saving To
The Housewife In France, Holland. Belgium
EDITOR'S NOTE: U.S. housewives, as well as business men,
will be impressed by the effects
the European Common Market
has had in cutting prices for
European shopper s. In only
three years, the market has
brought about profound changes
in the economic face of the six
nations involved, and may exert
political force as well. A special.
reporting team of UPI staff correspondents in these countries
tells in the following dispatch.
the first of three, what the market is, its accomplishments to
date and what may be expected
in the .future.
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BUMPER GRABBER-Officer Richard Anderson carries 4-yea,old Michael Van LandInglianr to a waiting ambulance
in Indianapolis, Ind. Police said the tot grabbed the rear bumper
of an auto which had stopped in traffic.
The auto started
again, dragging Michael until he let go after about 55 feet.
Ile suffered concussion and deep head cuts, and the
driver
continued on, not knowing, police believe.

By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Mrs. Rene Verdier, a Par is
housewife, went shopping and had
an eminently successful day. She
saved $11.50.
The reasons behind this happy

experience remained a little vague
in Mrs. Yerdier's mind. But it
occurred In a large Paris depart=
ment store in which gaily decorated placards proclaimed "La Trance et le March Common" (France
and the Common Market).
Her savings came on an $8,
Italian twin sweater-set for her
two daughters, a $2.50 drip-dry
blouse for herself from Hollanq
and a $4 briefcase from Germany
for her husband:
In 1958, the sweater set would
have cost $14. the blouse $5 and
the briefcase $7.
The key to this lesson in thrift
came in the placard, "France and
the Common Market."
Roger Coulld'rd, a 55-year old
pharmacist, had a similar expeaiience.
Ciaillard, shopping for a new
automobile, bought a German
compact car.
"It's simple " he s a i d. "The

increased its trade within tile
community by 79 per cent.
In these same years, foreign
investment flowed into the six
nations for a total of nearly $60(1
million. More than 500 American
firms established themselves in
the Common Market.
Within the six there is almost
total employment, vith only Italy
having a sizable manpower pool.
In Germany there are four jobs
for every unemployed person, and
production may slow down simply
because there are n u t enough
workers to go around.

quality is about the same. I've
always wanted to try one, and it
Was a good bargain."
He figured he had saved about
$50 over the price of a comparable French car.
Change Is Dramatic
This is the result of a new and
dramatic economic pulse beating
in six Western European industrial nations, lowering tariff barriers. heralding the birth of a
United Europe and a powerful
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
new dramatic force. The countries
are West Germany; France, Italy,
The Netherlands, Belgium a n ri
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ILIP1I — The
Luxembourg.
extended forecast for Kentucky
The market is a potential weap- for the five-day period,
Thursday
on in the cold war that affees through Monday,. issued by
the
the pocketbooks of millions.
U.S. Department of Commerce
Outwardly, the badges of tile Weather Bureau:
European Economic Community—
Temperatures will average 3 to
offic.al name of t h e Common 8 degree's above normal.
Marker — are seen in the shape
Kentucky mean is 70.
of "EUR- plates on automobiles,
Little cooler west on Thursday
marking their owners as officials and south on Friday. Warming
WINDOW DISPLAY- Nut treeing a better place. parents of
of the bloc, and on the plaques trend Saturday through
Mary Ng, 14 months old, used their laundry window as a
designating EDC buildings in Precipitation will average'oneplay pen for her in Ravenna. 0., and it's really a trar-.:
Brussels, Luxembourg and Tran,- quarter incb or less. Chance of
stopper. It's the only Oriental-operated laundry in town.
boirrg.
scattered showers late Thursday.
It is seen in .the filled order
hooks of European industrialists
BOK.
and in Western Europe's unprecedented prosperity.
Back in 1945 when visionar,.•
TONlahet••••••••••
e
men were seeking a way to end
the wars which had devastated
Red, ripe, fine quality !GA TableFresh
;G• IFT
Enrone for centuries. Sir Winston
"salad- P,•
Churchill s_iao k e
Rtete, of Eprooe_"
President Charles de Gaulle sees
e, a ea,:ro-onean des Patries"
(Europe of Fatherlands).
Together
rBOND.,
But whatever it is called, the
ceiVait
silt nations of Western Eirrlipe
haVe bound themselves together.
I.
already have nrogressed so tar
in economic union that there an9..GI F• T:
pears no chance of turning back.
BOND'; CALIFORNIA SUNKIST !'Large Size
Eventually, their goal is Po.101-4.740
litical union as well, either as a
fed .ral,iinion similar to the'United
Doll
States (ir as a confederation of
FRESH
YELLOW
loosely united independent states.
G. 0.0
T
in' these countries economic unBOND.,
ion binds together f•ro million
people in a single market 'which
eventually will see the free moveEAR
ments of goods and labor anywhere within the six.
REG. SIZE CAN MUSSELMAN'S
01D,,
rit.:3GIFT
Economic union still is not complete. Trade barriers within the
.iiit=111/
six are falling and will continue
/
to fall to point "zero" for tit,
next 10 to 12 years. Internal tarNEC. SIZE
iffs on manufactured goods alGIFT
'
ready are down 40 per cent and
on agriculture .arrrie 35 per cent.
'
Problems Remain
Political union, if it comes, will
te slower.
.
. ,
Only gradually can the logic of
FGI
economics and geography take
.
NDy
over from the unreason of centuries of prejudice.
IGA EVAPORATED
"You Americans," said a French
professor of history, "may weind..I'r
FO
why it has taken us air long to
GI FT
get together. But to us Europeans.
the wonder is that it is happening
kBOND
LARGE 46-OZ, CAN DEL MONTE
at all."
Altriough the Common Market t
has been in existence only three
years. growth figures are such as
GI FT
to have been believed impossible
SCHULZE & BURCH NEW FLAVOR-KIST
10 years ago.
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From 1958 through 1960. internal trade am,,ng the six increased
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SWEET CORN
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A •PARAGLIDER; or something, a flex-wing aircraft
supported by a wing of flexible, plastic-coaled material attached tu a keel arid leading edge members su as to form a
kind of kite. It can operate unoet its own power with that
small engine on rear ot the keel, or be towed by a helicopter. The Army Transportation Corps is taking a look at It.

We Now Have Our
DRAPE FOLDING MACHINE
In Operation

CHERRIES INsYRuP 5 99c
CHEER
29c
OlifiklEs dog FOOD 10c
MILK
25c
DRINK
29c
COOKIES
29c
WASHING POWDER

Jones Cleaners
• SEND YOUR DRAPES TO US AND SEE
THE DIFFEENCE!!
Phone 753-4542
OWE LI01110
IIDRY DETERG(r

TALL CAN

;eel like the bumps took a holiday, too

P1NEAPPLE-ORANGE

holiday mood already, his buys will
cpt;ekly put you in one. Then the real fun begins when you aim a Jet-smooth beauty at vacation land. Bring
I th),44' choppy roads or rolling highways—makes no difference because you've got a big cushiony Full Coil
owing at each wheel to take the wrinkles out of the worst roads around, And a team of over pli0P,--77-7- 11111
700 insulators and absorbers to wall off sound and vibration. Add V8 sizzle or 6 savings,rich,
roomy interiors, comfort-high seats for easy rubbernecking, a deep-well trunk, easy bumper.
level loading, and Body bY Fisher craftsmanship—and
you've gut about all the car you could possibly' w
Get set for Fun and Sun at your Cherrolet dealer's. If you aren't in a

59c
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LOOKING OVER THE SITUATION—West Berlin guards keep
watch from a high platform at the wall separating them
frown East Berlin. This is on Betnauerstiasse. That apartment building is in East Berlin, but the sidewalk an front
r RileCopho(n)
• n %V est Berlin.

-.111L—L`Vc:•ly 35 per cent and imports nearly
GIFT
30 per cent. Figures for 1961 are
expected to be equally impressive.
BAND.,
Today, the six are the world's
greatest exporters.
Production Spurts
Again from 1958 through 1960,
industrial production in the ClanGIFT
munity rose by approximately 25
BOND.,
per cent, compared with 13 per
• riit;0•
cent. in Great Britain and just
S
over 8 per cent in the United .
•
States.
.11•1;144..)
In 1980, the value of trade with- . GI FT.
in the community surpassed $10
BOND.,
billion.
•
OIL
France, which had been the
4' •4•
most fearful of the impact of the
Common Market on its economy,

Jet-smooth Chevrolet
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See the new'Chevrolet at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
1••

••••••••••••••

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
• Murray, Kentucky
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THREATENS REVOLT—Marcantonio Diaz-Infante (above),
described as an International lawyer and educator,
-heads a group of some 7,5
Mexican military and professional men who threatened to plunge Mexico into •
revolution in a few days unless the 1.1. N. hears their
complaints against the regime of President Adolfo
Lopez Mateo&
,

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
EVERY WEEK UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
Redeem your stamps in our store. Many premiums on display. Absolutely no redemption problem for YOU. We take care of everythine'
Thous/olds of premiums to choose from. Premiums to please the

ENTIRE FAMILY!
FIELD'S YOUNG TENDER
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BEEF LIVER
19c
FRYERS
29c
uckiiReEliEFF ROAST L 49c.
Lb

FIELD'S GRADE "A"

• a. ,

•frM.
littfi
4.7GI FT

fURDAY.
. .

DM_ BLE STAMP DAYS!!

NEW. STORE HOURS
7:00 AM - 8:011 PM - - - FRI. AND SAT. I
7:00 AM - 6:011 PM' - - MON. TIE THUn.

KAVANAUGH'S

IN MURRAY. WHERE A PERSONAL INTEREST
IS TAKEN IN YOUR FOOD NEEDS
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any one of four conditions.
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SPORTS PARADE

The county ut Calloway. Kentuck), and the Fisc.el Court of
Calloway County will receive bids
Itv OSCAR FRALSY
for the following supplies until
the winning Broker's Tip "over10:00 A.M. Tuesuay, May 8. 1961,
NEW YORE
—
Disquali- came interference" and that Head
in the Calloway County Court:- fications already have marred two Play. "bore out and bumped the
loom, Court House, Murray, Ken- at the major three-year-old Class- winner.- in all truth, many of
tucky, at which time ail bids will ics this year but the odds today ! ancient Rome's glachturs got off
ue publicly opened and read are against anybody's number be- ; a lot easier.
With 22 challengers still- in the
ing
when they run the
Derby running, anti at least 15
Kentucky Derby on May 5.
Bids art- re-quested for the fob-- There
have been only two foul 1 seemingly certain of getting to
lowing
claims in the I87 runnings of the the post, you can look for anDerby, the first way back in 1880 other cavalry charge in which al'GROUP I
and the second .n 1959. Both were most anything can happen. There
Gallon price oil 95-octane Stanhave been four major free for
uard ethel gasoline or better.
That's because the Derby is a ails in recent years and twO
Galion price on 100-octane pre- rough-riding •rodeo, often with all chargers prevailed without p r o mium ethel gasoline or betii.u. the features of a full-ledged ca- test.
Gallon price on No. 2 diesel fuel. valrl charge, in which almost
Hill Gail copped the decision in
ItemS in Group 1 to be bid suo- anything goes but the knife or 1952, and without a
foul being
ject to following:
gun.
claimed, although the chart exPLAN A
Sunrise County has been dis- plains that' he "swerved to the
The successful bidder on Group qualified twice this year for bear- outside after the break,
crowding
I will be required to furnish, in- rig out, losing the winner's share Swoop and Brown
Rambler." The
stall, and servrce, on the County in both the Flanunoo and the chart also explains
of this race
iot on South Filth Street in the Wood Memorial. In the Derby, this that Arroz -had a
rough trip"
City ol Murray, Kentucky, the kind of a performance would be and Cold Command roughed soon
tont/wing items at no expense to regarded as a childish prank.
alter the start. failed to recover."
Caliov..ay County:
The Derby chart book is loaded
Native Dancer, the odds-on faMinimum storage of 'J.000 gal- with innocent little phrases which vorite, in 1953. was "roughed
at
lons diesel :uei and .5.000 gal- refer to the fact that so-and-so the first turn" and
thereafter
lons gasoline. tunderground) -suffered interfence.- Period. missed victory by a head.
DeterTwo ii electric computer Nothing ever has been done about mine in 1954 was -roughed impumps.
such shennanigans.
mediately after the start" but
125 gallon tank and hand pump
A classic example of this un- came on to win although Correlafor pickup truck to service spoken permission to get there tion, "Bumped at the
break," fell
equipment.
fustest with the mostest at almost all the way back to 16th before
h.p. thirty-gallon capa- any price was the 1933 duel be- big able to battle
One
back up to
city au- compressor.
tween Broker's Tip and II e ad Lit h.
PLAN Et
Play. Don Meade on Broker's Tip
It is to be doubted that anyaine as PLAN A except mini- and Herb Fisher on head Play thing could have bested
Citation
mum ;.tiirage of 1,000 gallons fur used their whips all the
way in 1948 but it was a real donneygasoline and diesel fuel respec- through the stretch — on each" brook. In this one My
Request was
tn eiy.
other — and no protest was even "bothered," Billings -suffered inPLAN C
lodged. The excuse was that they into Billings," and Eeicadru was
Same as PLAN A except Coun- couldn't get through the crowd. terference;" Grandpere
"b roke
ty to furnts., storage.
The chart recites calmly that -forced to take tip."

-as
ROOD-MATER—Tired of climbing steps of the conventional
Menarnec River clubhouse bunt on stilts (top, background)
near Pacific. Ida., Jun F. Shepard built one with 10 etyrofoam sections secured between the joists under the house.
Now, when the river floods aver its banks, Shepard's house
tioweri, anchored to twi steel pipes with a roller system,
rises and drupe with the water.
(Central Press/

Check Social
SecurityIf
Over 65 _
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The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

"tVe fought until the outer wall of two casements was entirely down.... Fort Pulaski
Is the first work that has ever been exposed to the fire of
the newly invented rifled cannon," Charles L. Olmstead,
colonel, 1st Georgia Volunteer Regiment, wrote to his wife
after the fort's fall in April 1862. He referred to the rifled
cannon Adm. John H. Dahlgren had invented for the Navy.
The guns were on Tybee Island and capture of the Rebel
fortification of the sea approach to Savannah was purely
an Army operation, a victory for Maj. Gen, David Hunter.
Within 48 hours after Hunter reported Gila new capture
of his to Washington. he made trouble for himself with
President Lincoln. Hunter issued an order liberating all
Negro slaves who had fallen into the hands of the Army in
the Fort Pulaski area. On May 9, he extended the order to
all Negro slaves within his command, the Department of
the South.
This order aroused a political furor In Washington. President Lincoln had not as yet been pressed into issuing
an emancipation proclamation; he was not to reach
that point until Sept. 22, 1862, On May 19, he cancelled Hunter's emancipation order with false explanation the general had exceeded his authority.
Most interesting aspect of Hunter's order was that
he knew what had happened to his predecessor in the
W'estern Department, John C. Fremont. In proclaiming martial law in Missouri in August 1861, Fremont
declared the liberation of all slaves owned by persons
who resisted the Union government. Lincoln had
co unterpvanded ttlis emancipation.
Hunter might have assumed he knew the Lincoln
ae-t.--44--------r
-•
,.......„
mind. An Illinois native, he had made Lincoln's acquaintanceelnp before the latter's election ant was
David Hunter and official signature, one of the men invited by Lincoln to accompany huh
Appointed Irony Illinois to We--..t to the inauguration.
Point in hls teens, he was graduHunter took another decisive step without prior
stied In 1822. He served in di-agoutis knowledge of Lincoln: he authorized the enlistment of
against Weeders Indian. and In the the first regunent of Southern Negroes for the Union
Nlevican War, and spas a casalry Army. This time Congress upheld his course.
colonel In May 1861.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
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GROUP 11

ili No matter how much he
earns, he may collect payment
tfor--tne- months he is age 42 and,
I over.

Premium grade motor oil meetmg military specilications_a
better in 55 - gallon drums.
Weight to be determined.
Grease (Chassis type,
I (2, If his earnings during the
. year ei-e 512th) or leas, hie beneUnit ersal gear lutse.
fit may be paid for all months
The successtul bidder on Group
i of the year.
II will tarnish and install on Inc
lot at no expens..:
i_ounty e
Social Security estunates . indi- (3, Regardless of how much he grease gun and
AL
lila maincate that hundred, of people. in . earns in t a year, _ a payment, may tam same.4
-IBC Paducah area aff-iter-ctirlir
- tiYOnths that he
- eT:WitiT6F thy
Botn ierouin•I and il are ading payments doe them Charles neither earns met $100 n ir rend- vertised lua a period of sac in
Whitaker. Pilleucah District Man- en subs:Antral sersices• a. a self- oeginning May In 196.:
•.
-ader,' reports that payments have employed person.
ever distaiied. wnicnever 042,
been 'claimed bt less than onela•:, and are
4' Even if he worlis in all
half of the elterly persons we-t,and
eurnpan _furnishing
and earns user1,
m4.1.
$12
mated as tie:rig eligible underonths
will be held responsible tor
the nea and more liberal earnings - the latest change in the law may discrepaney in speciticetions.
permit him to collet: some paylnn.tat.on
All of tne above - mepieine
When he is age 62 and has the ments. How mach may be paid items are rublect to Federa. „xdepends
on
how
much
he
earns
required,
. work credits. an emcmptron. the Federal exemption
ployed or self-employed person for the year and :he total bene- gasoline being four cents ($0.041
fits
potentially
payable for the per gallon.
may now receive payment under
year to him, his wile, a:id chilThe County of Ca..owiy and
arvn.
Fiscal Court of Callow-ay County
reserve the right to reject any
peN-pie whe . are known
,te hive lost pays, says and ail bids and to waive any
and au i formalities in the bidding,
Whitaker, -have fettesed the ada
-To
vice not: aasfri,end whosehiscolunzenl ad the bid- willlie--lytilif
the Lae,t 'or best bidder as deood as
:rods E%en if he is still cork- termined by the Court.
.rig • person should get in touch
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
with hi. social security office
By: NOEL WARREN
when he is age t15.Road Cheirm,n
ONE RACK
The Social Security District OfD.
W SHOEMAKER
t(iee is located at 112 S. 10th
1:.
Street Paducah Kentucky
Clerk
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New on Pure-Pak :artoons

r

DRESSES
1 2 Price
11/1 & /

fun

•

iry

•

•

*
GIRLS'

HATS
•

50c
ONE RACK BOYS'

Suits and
Sport (Mats
I/9 Price

Raoul Salon. captured leader of
SALAN IN DISGUISE
the bloodthirsty 0A9 In Algeria, is shown as his normal self
and toghti in disguise as he was found in Algiers, his hair
dyed black and black mustache. He now la in Jail in Paris.

Bucy's
Building:
Supply

BOYS' and GIRLS'
SWIM

SUITS

S

flEACH

TOWELS
BEACH HATS

•

4th Street

I 116171*/

,

"if;

FINISHES

Bitty w.ith

27

N'tors
.

•-h.-

- -

.- Phone 753-5712

paintS in I

g

eir,,,q're•771n%t
-tt

Outside White

Inside

e (rat.

$3
25

KIDDIE'SORN
K
ER I

-

Popular Colors

$350 iral.-

J-G CHEMIST COMPANY
Industrial Road

''WE

The shape is the same the product, too. But Goldenrod now has something brand new. Yes
j now Goldenrod has the plastic coated Pure-Pak
milk cartons your 'assurance that not only are you getting the finest in
milk but the very best container as well. These bright new cartons can't
break or shatter. No more flakes ot wax in your milk. Ask for Goldenrod
the next' time you shop.

.
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stmG PAINT.
SALE
,

BATHING CAPS
.

FOR

Door &•Wail Mirrors by Darolinv
'0 yr. Guarantee Door and Window
Glass Cut To order

MAJOR IN MINORS"

I
4

•

4
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IT'S GOOD..
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WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR NEW MERCHANDISE!!,,

NEWEST

•

SECRET
VAULT

most beautiful

PORTABLES

Built

•

for your
confidential
papers...

ever
dreamed
of!

To
Last in
Decorative Colors

'.•••47%

25% OFF

THREE SIDE Aftli CHAIRS
TWO STENO SWIVEL CHAIRS
THREE WORLD ATLAS GLOBES

plus tax

TWO DRAWER.

•

SPECIAL! *

NOW

50% OFF
30% OFF

SUSPENSION

;; sa e
itilii6H
i

*

50% OFF

at

ONLY
$5750

* SPECIAL! *

COAT RACKS

Six Column. All-Purpose

THREE GOOD

CASH
REGISTER

Quo

USED
DESKS

'

By

•*1 —
NOW SEE THE GLIDING DESK MODEL:!

LYON
LIKE
NEW!

SAVE ON

Fully Electric
Office Typewriter

FIREPROOF
CHESTS

110"

WE HAVE IT!

MONARCH
PORTABLE BY

PEMINGTON
GIVES YOU
•

•A•••=-'

, $10.00 Ei-own
1 1.1 5— I.• •$10.00 Per Month
SMITH-CORONA
COMPACT

200

EXTRA
FEATURES

FOUR FIRE PROOF
TREASURE CHESTS
Now On Sale At

I

25% OFF

12
never before assembled in

YOUR
CHOICE

03S.03

It

Arli

'Dv En.

1.

SINGLE KEY SETS
COLUMNS & INDENTS!
2. 2-COLOR RIBBON a
STENCIL cotrispii
3. ERASURE TABLE ON
CYLINDER!
4. REMOVABLE TOP COVER!
5. CALIBRATED SCALE ON
PAPER BAIL!
6. CALIBRATED PAPER
TABLE?
7. CARD a WRITING LINE
SCAM

49

LIGHTER WEIGHT,

any portable under 90001 1

cocgioeneOciebe Gs•

..-

Vil

$7995

King Size Corriogni

EASY TERMS!

now just $175

Ropes} Action Keys

Compact Efficiency , Iiiippr=t•

Touch Selector

•

er—

beaut
4es1(
new

14,1
leVeeV. a400.9.9
\
' einVioratrec
0era"
es eztorataeoc000ee

SMITH-CORONA SECRETARIAL
111

OFFICE

-value
top
„at a
price
low

8. ADJUSTABLE PAPER
EDGE GUIDE!
9. VARIABLE LINE SPACER!
10
. CARRIAGE CENTERING
LOCK!
EL TOUCH REGULATOR.
12.

011111Nli

yOR 'YOUR

Ii $14950
Alletalstana's kk IsCiflARIAL AND SINGLE
60 Double
PEDESTAL DESK ALSO do.,
LOW PRICED
rPedestal
Executive Desk

THE LEDGER & TIMES,

Built

fiewi

Like
A
Desk!

• ••

NOW

DEPARTMENT

GREENE 0. WILSON

0,01d •
'UTILITY TABLE'

AT
$94.00

MANAGER
103 North 4th Street

Plaza 3-1916

VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING MACHINES

•

•
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The Wor for the Union 1161-65 in Pktures

T1416 RATS NO 60k.ID! ITS
TO 11644T! THAT BALL THEY'RE
-09N6 K NO 6000 EITHER!
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President by fraud sad trickery! under his administration the Treasury was robbed! duplicity and cowardice
marked his careeri finally, be sold his country to a band of
Scuthern conspirators, sad now lives to be pointed at with the
finger of scorn, by all true men! and will go down te Ile grave

He was elected

report there are six times as many
highway accidents at 35 miles an
hour than at 65 mph. But the injury rate at 65 is twice that of 35.

JEFFREY'S

It
s- ieSia•-•-•

WORK SHOES

No. 157 Probably no ex-president except
"LT. S." Grant, who suffered both
from ignominy and malignant pain. spent bitterer
last years than James Buchanan.
After he retired from the White House a flow
of "violent, insulting and threatening letters'
came to his home, Wheatland, near Lancatiter,
Pa. The epithet -Traitor" was hurled at him. Attempts were made to set Wheatland afire in the
night.
Buchanan quickly teamed be could not make
any effective defense while the war lasted. "The
!Lincoln] administration sealed the lips of those
who might have refuted many of the stories
:AYES PUTP(55,01.
[against Buchanan] with offers of political reward and threats of retaliation," says Philip Striver
Klein. (Five Democrat members of Buchanan's
Cabinet were given posts in Lincoln's government)
The tragic last decade of the Pennsylvanian Is discussed illummattrigly by Klein in a new biography. "President James Buchanan"
One of many
(Pennsylvania State Univeritity Press).
forms of atewee
Why, the critics asked, hads. not Buchanan sent troops to South
of the former
.Carolina early in 1860 and, as 'President Jackson had done in the tinp re ident circuties. nipped secession in the bud 7 Because, he reminded friends who
lated during the
would listen to lens his Cabinet and members of every political
Civil War. This
party opposed such a move in the months before Lincoln's election;
'a as imprinted on
eni,e/iipes used le,
because Gen. Winfield Scott saw no danger until Oct- 29, and at that
time could mester only 3o0 troops (Congress would not authorize a
the North
call for more ,: because a provocative mobilization at Charleston would
nut being stopped
by United States
most probably activate secession and war rather than avert them;
because no one knew bow the election would go."
gewtal authorities.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
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Lesofederates denauraefhl
'es. e_evenehn
There was sebsta.ric, to accusations of
murder, theft, blackmail, maltreatment of
%%omen, arson and lesser crimes levelei at
Butler after his army became an occupation
force in New Orleans, Commodore D. D.
Porter. whose mortar boats accompanied
Adisirel 'Farraeut s sh.ps in effecting the
capture of Neat Orleans. 'said, "God saie
sue from such generals as Butler."
Initial act:on of Butler's to outrage the
Confederates was' his se:zing William B.
Mumford, trying hen for treaeon, and ha/wing him puteeciy. Mumfeen had led a mob
which tore down the lemen colors raised
S Mint by • detachment
over the old
from Farragst s seeps. Merrifertes eregeletc
of the "old rag of the
United States"
through the streets
had been hailed in the
New Orleans press.
To Butler he was a
menace to good order
and safety. To the

ter the Tigers and worked 5,:,
inn:rigs before being relieved os
Howe who go: credit for the win

CHICKENS

•

U.S.D.A.

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

' A—taleestedebut--coarse and
0.I 1 7 riemagreic rongressman front
Massachusetts, when he lost his seat in leen
fte was so hated by his own party: as evil
as his opponents, that one Republican wired
concerning the Democratic_ sweep. 'Butler
defeated, everything else lost'" —From
•'Profiles in Courage." 'by John F. Kennedy
Cardinal paperback I.
Hatred of .Benjarnut Butler went back to1S62 He was not the urily Union general
the Confederate government had ordered to
be hanged wherever captured. (A similar
uica.e had been tressed against David Hunter
after he instigated the first echstrr.ent of
Southern Negroes u-ee Lemon regiments to
fight the Rebels.) Bet Butler Wss tot. rese

9
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Don Larsen Anythina But Washed Up After
D. c
Dig Start This Season; Giants Are Happy
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soap suas auout oig Don Larseit Dodgers. Dun Elston, last ot three
his third straight triumph. Rookie
0eing an washed up.
Cub pitchers, was credited wita southpaw Doug Gallagher was the
Nothing coula be further from his first victory. Run Santo, Ernie
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the truth.
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I

EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE *

Rob's Lawn & Garden enter

Do

YOUP TOWN
YOUR Share

CLEAN UP Ain vii
;- 1
PAINT UP tr',,--=-1
FIX UP .

5'
0

PIG PROFITS

CORNO PIG STARIER

SUPER
KM:TONE-

ebraftrtR

Idy

NATIO-NAL

%NFR
ti

69c
101

LUMBER & SUPPLY CO.
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PAIIE•SIX

TR!
i Tenn Club on their trip to Wash- .

4-H News
C

The -Battle Cry of Freedom"
The Kirksey Junior High 4-11 wa led by the song
'leader, Billy •
Club met on April 12th at 8 Wilson Jenny Wilkerson
and Jill
o'clock. ('had Gray. president. call- iTu:ker. game leaders, led
the
ed the meeting to order The I group in a game.
pledge to the American and 4-11
Nona Bazzell
Flags Was led hy Mac Adam, and
Reporter
tilen Young.
Luke 11 was read by lenity
Wilkerson LaJeanna Paschall read
the rmmites to the last meeting
sntl called the roll.
SPRING SPORTS
The president appointed a committee to see
av the club could
earn money Those serving ,,n the
committee are William Ross. Mac
Adams:. Jenny Wilkerson and Char
lotis• Young
Vice-president Roger' Ntiti•hell
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
%%lb in charge of the program enThursday
titled. •-4-41 Round-Up
rtici- Baseball - Wtterzt _here
wing were William Ross, Evelyn
Friday
Marine,
Kenneth
Greer.
Glen Golf - Southeast Mo. here
Yo g. and Phylks Darnel].
Saturday
Ka
member was asked to Baseball - Arkansas S here
bring ,dime to help on the ex- Track - Tenn Tech here
penses ak the Callossay 0.tinty Tennis - at Middle Tenn.

Ace

SCHEDULE

EDCElt 3 TIMES - MUWAT. IC X IITOCET

—
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26. 1962 •

SWIFT'S TOPPY

BACON
39cb

•

Hamburger
29it

•

/0t-dwtaittioodilwAo&-d-•

CHUCK ROAST 49L5T
ROUC ND STEAK
89Fb
• • •

SWIFT'S ALL MEAT

SWIFT'S ALL MEAT

BOLOGNA

39 WEINERS
lb

BOSTON BUTT

39 PORK ROAST 29ich
C
'6

pkg

12 o:

WHOLE

ARMOUR'S
4
GUNS AT CASTRO'S BACK—This ptivto, distributed by Vrente
:Nacional Escarntora
an anti -Castro organization with
headquarters in Miami, 1•':a., and New York. purportedly
shows leaders of anti Castro guemllas meeting in the Escambray Mountains of Cuba to co-ordinate their relope.tive
milaary zones of operations The only identifications Man
at right middle, Capt. Everardo Sales-. leader of themtional
liecorod (runt oaf Eacarnbray forces. at his
U. Vrase.la

ACON

49

BLUE BONNET

EMPIRE

MARGARINE 2

"HAPPY HOME VALHI/SALE

NN I I

NIOORF

BEEF STEW

Steel handle

• -

•!-7.9
AT 4-r-E
-2 R.
071/7/ E
HEAVY-DUTY
LAWN RAKE

ROCKET
HEDGE
SHEARS
Steel
ha-dies-

DIXIE BELLE

superb cutheg
Dower

No. SL22
,
VW, tt$499 .299/1/ cp.mg.nricel

PeiCt

er

tOSIOSII
OWL

11 1

!!F Ili deep sloe ON LY
f_• Luen food - $599
4:.y ctiter uses'

SAVE 1.00
• .•

'7.88

Reg. 59.95 - SPECIAL

$888

C (nt0trit

59c

MPBE 1 I 'S

10c TOMATO Soup10c LUX SOAP 325c
I PARAMOUNT - Qt

1 l)F l

MON IF

ECONOMY SIZE

Green Beans 9c I Dill Pickles 29c BeetPickles19c Lux Liquid 49c
*

FROM OUR PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

POLE BEANS
MIA TOMATOES •
LEMONS
hite POTATOES 10.
DMEN

iQi l6FS fltOM (EllAlt TO ROOF

•

BEANS

Can

t
11.

•

, A. •
c

• WHEEL
;BARROW

OC

POUND'

1;/'

29c TISSUE 4 ROLL, 29c
2.9c NAPKINS s:cu N
DIAMOND

29c FAB
(

!ENGLISH MTN
II• ••

PROPANE
TORCH KIT

RUBBER TIRE

I

2-Qt. EXTRA-DEEP Sauce Pan

HUDSON BUGWISER'
3-Gal. Compression
SPRAYER
Spray now for, a
beautiful :tsp.-,
and garden. '
plies .pra
r
puts it who-re
n'eedeol..Caly.
tank, rustles%
1mi,, pomp. lidaustable

QT Can

REG. SIZE

! 1

REVERE \\Ala

sere

i11RMIN TOILET

Prb LIGHTER

1CORN

NEWPORTieA
petpt.41._ it Wet.
cortrol-- PRESSURE PAN
autornahc' Demos. 4
$777
at.le gasket. Moat
SPICA L
Weft late. firCtu.
011,
'Conallemluder Ring or
t NW, Ned, lael, aid;

( RE \\1 •-1

FREE BAG HICKORY CHIPS

'MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

'Cs act.on

wow EXTRA

CHARCOAL

CRACKERS
1/1

C_AN

. 69(
69c

Grocer lc,

10-LB. BAG

79c
PRIDE

No. AT85

2'

FOR

With $5.00 Pinchase Of

CAKE
MIXES

absorbs snocks

N.,

SUGAR..
CHARKETTS

DOWN

More SI.Cat
ea.th less StlueeZe

2 B:

GODCHAUX

swans

No. 22

No Alt;

'5 o:

INSTANT

GRASS
SHEARS

— ROCKET
HAMMER

59c CHILLI
39c
2 45c BABY FOOD 31.5(

49c CHEESE
29c TUNA
VAN CAMP

APRU. 26-MAY 5

cfV/1.117F/7/:W

BIG BROTHER

HANDY YARD
CARI

BANANAS
C'
.11:t
'•
4

_

LAWN GRASS..
SEED

+

. 101.10.
401111MER

GROCERY

. VERTil-GREEN

PLANT FOOD
FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE
NEEDS, SEE US!

PC 3-504 I
•

Douglass Hardware

•

•

le•

•

